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1 A E HOPK.INSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 1896. VOL. XXVII, NO 10
Last Cutafrice Sale of Or Season!
Commencing August 15th and closing September 1st, we
are going to offer some moving bargains: These are a
few; we have many more as good:
25 cts., worth $1.00 to $1.50.
16 Pairs - Ladies' Farce I rfords
23 Pairs Child's Milkers and #..r fords
18 Pairs - Misses' arf •- ds Tan
50 cts., worth $2.0o to
15 Pairs - - Ladies'
23 Pairs - Ladies Kid Batt





$1.00, worth $2.00 to $43.00.
16 Pairs - - Ladies' xfords
12 Pairs Ladies' pat.tip But/ em Shoes
15 Pairs Ladies' C. S. 'Ballo Shoes
Monarch Shirts, c
.6.4901.11=.01.M.-
$1.00, worth $1.50 to $2.00.
20 Pairs - Men s' Shoes, Conic ress
1.; Pairs - - Men's Shoes. Lace
20 Pairs Boys' Shoes, Lace and Conr.
$2.00, worth $2.50 to $3.00.
1;7 Pairs - Cong. and Lace
I J Pairs - - Men's Lace Captor
15 Pairs - - Boys' LateCaptor
$3.00 and $3.5o, worth $5.00.
8,•-; Pairs Men's Fine Hand-sewed
Shoes. Some go ait $3.00; others at
ored, 85 cts, $1; worth $1.25 and $1.5o.
ifen's flats at O.VE-F0
stock. It will pay you.
Til OFF Regal tr p,i . 'ome and look at our Bat
Ladies' 15 cent Blak Hose, fas
Ladies' 25 cent Black Hose, la
Ladics" 30 cent Black Hose. 
/aTdV
colors, - - - For 10 cents
t colors, 40 gauge - For 18 Os., two for 35 cents
t colors. hand-shaped, - - - - For 20 cents
BOSE ./IT H.4 L P%PRICE! •
If you don't come to this s
of bargains.
e yu will regret it. See our handbills tor lull list
PE:TREE. SIT COMPANY




Makes the thrifty planter all the
keener to 1 crease the quantity and
improve (ho quality of such prod-
ucts. Aware of this fact, we try to
procure the 
j 
est of everything in the
implement 141e to offer him. In grain
drills, we have both the
"SUPERIOR
and the EMPIRE
hey are made both with and witt-
out the fertilizer attachment. The
Superior is made with either discs or
hoes for putting in the grain; the
Empire is made with the hoes only.
They are the best drills money can
bu3 , and, owing to the variety in
constructian, they afford the folloiv-
lowing lineS of' drills to select from:
Superior Make:
A Disc Drill With Fertilizer attachment.
A Disc Drill ivithout fertilizer attachment.
A Hose-Drill with fertilizer attachment.
A Hose Drill without fertilizer attachment.
Empire Make••
A Hoe Drill with fertilizer attachment.
A Hoe Drill Without fertilizer attachment.
Any one can be suited in this large
linv.
FORBES & BRO.,
Tenth and Main Strec
SNAP-SHOT STORIES* Ione ch the ablest ministers of the confer-
spiritist beneficiary of the preaching of
once, :tad his return would be a good
iservice to the religious community.
Local Scenes Caught By a It is a bad idea to undertake to milk a
cow with a pipe in the month says the
New Era Camera. Medi: onville Hustler. J. C. illauton of
HAPPENINGS AT HOME.
Minor Ma:tars Grouped So Tee), Can Be Read
at a Glance.
The game of ball at Athletic par
Friday afternoon tetween the colore
nines of •Hopkinsville and Springfiel
resulted iif a victory for the former by




Mr. EdwardBrown and his bride hay
gone to housekeeping in the for
mer's residence on North Virginia
street.
es•
The Hopkinsville base ball club wen
to Gracey Friday afternoon and
played the team of that town. Star-
ling pitched for the visitors and Morrie
was behind the bat. Graeey was de
feated.bY a score of 17 to 4. Only six
innings were played.
ehe
The teachers from every part of the
county who have been in session here
for several days have gone back to their
horuel. They are lavish in their ex-
pressions of gratittuie for the hospitality
and courtesies extended them by Hop.
Itiusville citizens.
es•
Mr. G. B. Underwood has purchased
the handsome Gardner residence on
Smith Virginia street. The considera-
tiou was $3,500.
%se
Several couples of Hopkinsville young
people went to a moonlight picnic Fri.
night given at the Duke farm, a few
miles from town on the Cox Mill road.
The entertainment was highly pleasant.
es*
Mr. and Mrs. Will Ragsdale have en-
gaged rooms and board with Mrs. W.
T. Vaughn on South Campbell street.
hos
Sheriff Tom Evans. of Smithland,
came to the city Friday in charge of
Mrs. Carrie Hensley, of Carrsville, a
lunatic, who 'eves adjudged insane the
previous day and ordered to the Wes-
tern Kentucky Asylum for the Insane
for treatment.
es:
A party of young worn' n, chaperoned
by Mrs. Patton, spent Friday at Pilot
Rock and greatly enjoyed the day.
They left the city at six o'clock and re-
turned late in the afterroon. In the
e-rowd were Mesdames Frances Ray-
mond, Chicago, and Mary P. Ware;
Misses Betsy Dudley Blakemore, Willie
Rust, Bessie Russell, Annie Starling,
Mary Walker, Mattie Walker
Mrs. M. N. Bennett, who lives near
Mayfield, was taken to the asylum near
here Friday for confinement Insan-
ity had been coming on her by spells for
several months and was caused by ner-
vous debility. She has a husband ane
eight children. The oldest child is
about thirteen years old. She may re-
cover her mind.
seh•
Judge James Breathitt has returned
from Eddyville. the Lyon Couty Circuit
Court having closed. The docket wits
large but very few CIRRIF of much im-
portance were tied.
es•
Mr. Joe Donaldson will have charge
of the school at Church Hill this year.
and Mr. J. C. Duffy will teach at Bev-
erly. These are considered the best
s -heels in the county. Both gentlemen
are well educated, brainy and moral,
and the patrons of the schools are to be
congratulated on securing their services.
eh*
Mr. John T. Goode and Miss Rosa
Perdne, a popular young couple, who
live North of the city, were married
last Sunday. The wedding took
place at the. residence of the bride's par-
ents, only the immediate families and
the contracting parties being present.
Rev. G. R. Taylor. pastor of the idui-
verealist church, of this city, will of-
ficiate.
The latest item of social interest ie
the announcement of the engagement
of.Miss Virginia Singleton 13rowu and
Maj. Charles Alfred Booth, Quarter-
master of the United States army. The
bride is a daughter of ex-Gov. and Mrs.
John Young Brown. The wedding will
Like place early in the Fall and will be
a very quiet home affair at the reeidence
of the bride's parents on Fourth avenue
in Louisville.
—o—
William Jennings Bryan will not pass
through Hopkinsville, and his thous-
ands of admirets in this city and coun-
ty will be greatly disappointed. A let-
ter from National Committeeman
Woodson, received in Henderson yester-
day, states that he has been in corres-
pondence with Mr- Bryan, from whom
he has letters saying that he will path
through Henderson about the middle of
September, remaieing about an hour
and making a speech. He will then go
via the '"I'exas". to Louisville. The
exact date of Bryan's arrival will be
made known September 4.
—o—
At Cerulean Springs, on S -pt. 14, a
religious debate will be inaugurated be-
tween Rev. W. B. Clifton, Missionary
Baptist, and Rev. Carnet!, Primitive
Baptist. The debate will continue four
days, and will be heard by large crowds.
—o—
The assignment of teachers for the
Hopkinsville Public Schools is as fol-
lows: Clay street -Room No it, Miss
Lelia Mills, instructor in English and
History; No. 7, Mrs. Berta Gant,
German; No. 6, Mies Harriet Dietrich,
English Sciences; No. 5, Miss Albertine
Wallis, 8th grade; No. 12, Miss Lida
13onaldson, 7th grade; No. 11, Mies
Susie Rutherford, 6th grade; No. 10,
Miss Lula Graves, 6th grade; No. 9,
Miss Edna Smyth, 5th grade; No. x,
Miss Martha Walker, 5th grade; Mo. 4,
hies- Mary P. Ware, 3rd grade; No. 2,
Miss Ruth Penn, 2nd grade; No. 1,
Mrs. E. W. McKenzie, 1st grade;. Vir-
ginia Street—Room No. 4, Miss Adelia
Clifton, grade 4; No. 3, Mims Fannie
Branham, grade 3; No 2, Mrs. Rosa M.
Branham, principal, grade 2; No. I,
Miss Lottie McDaniel grade 1,
—o—
The Populists of Trigg county, as the
indication now seem, will vote for
Bryan. Report sayeth that many Re- 
in November. He thinks McLean routepublicans will also do the Mille good I
thing.—Cadiz Telephone. 
ty will give the biggest Democratic ma-
jority that has ever eeen known this
- year. Ho offers his services to the par-
ty whenever they are desired. ..
• •
At the earnest solicitation of the Bry:
!on the 2nd Sunday in said month, says an and Sewell club of Pembroke, Dr.
the _Cadiz Telephone. The Louisville John D. Clardy has cancelled his en.
Annual Methodist Conference will be gagement to speak with Hon. John
held at Hopkinsville, beginning the 23d Young Brown at Madisonville Sept. IS,
of September; and Bishop A. W. Wil- and will on the afternoon of that day
son will preside,. Daring the year just address the people of the Pembroke
expiring th Cediz ebergd has been the vicinity.
Grand River, learned this recently to
his s.TrOW. He was milking his COW
one 3, y recently whe.n she kicked at
him mid struck the pipe and drove the
stem down his throat. He had to se-
cure the help of a physician to get re-
lief.
The Hopkins county jail is empty,
says the Madisonville Mail Not a
prisoner is confined within its walls,
nor has there been for several days—a
thing that has not happened before for
several years. It has not been a great
while siuiv the old jail was full of pris-
oners.
Charles Mararla has written to the
physicians who attended him here
thanking them for the kindness they
showed him and through them thank-
ing the people of Hopkinsville and ex-
pressing deep gratitude and apprecia-
tion of the goodneres of the citizens. He
arrived safely in Texas and is now with
his bat then His surroundings, he says,
are irei y pleasant. Marada, New Elm
readers will remember, was run over by
an L. & N. train and his leg was so
badly crushed that amputation was ne-
(*seal y.
CON1.,ERENCE NEAR AT HAND.
Entertainment Must Be Provided For
Throe Hundred and Seventy-Five.
The Louisville annual conference of
the M. E. Church, South, convenes in
this city September 23rd. This session
is of Fp cial interest from the fact that
fifty years ago the conference Was or-
ganizeh in Hopkinsville.
In tudition to very many who are
coming to enjoy the semi-centennial
jubilee. servic, s the Entertainment Com-
mittee must provide for three hundred
and seventy-five guests. Dr. Settle,
the pastor of the Methodist Church, in-
forms the NEW ERA that the responses
to the committees have been cordial and
hospitable, but he still lacks homes.
HopLinsville will surely maintain its
reputation made in the entertainment
made ie the entertainment of the Chris-
tian Endeavor convention. If any of
the good citizens have been overlooked
or can how see their way clear to the
entertainment of two or more delegates
they will confer a favor by calling on
Dr. Settle or L. L. Elgin.
BRYAN-SiWALL CLUB.
Pembroke Democrats Or-
ganize for Active Work.
OFFICERS tELECTED.
The -C J. Comes in for a Roast---Otlier Pol-
itical Parag7aphs.
A Bryan and Sewall Chili has been
orgunized in Pembroke with an enrolled
membership of seventy-five. The at-
tendanee at the meeting called for the
purpose of effecting an organization
was large. Dr. R. D. Moore called the
meeting to order. The following Wh-
eel's Were elected:
Isaac Garrott, President.
G. W. Lackey / 
Sam McGehee
R. D. Moore, Secretary.
Harvey Smith, Assistant St•cretary.
Z. T. Itarelins,
TAfter the organization, Col.Fir reanukBr..
Richardson addressed the club and was
loudly applauded. A committee com-
mittee composed of Frank B. Richard-
son, Dr. W. A. Lackey and C. W. Mor-
rieon was appointed to invite speakers
and arrange for same.
The following resolution was unani-
mously adopted amid prolonged cheers:
"Received, that we denounce the
Louis i file Courier-Journal as an organ
that has degenerated into Republican-
ism and a paper that is wholly unreli-
able and undemocratic and we hereby
agree to suppress its circulation as far as
in our power."
Sam McGehee who was present and
took an enthusiastic part in the organi-
zation of the club and was also elected
one of the Vice Presidents was reported
in the Courier-Journal as a delegate to
the bolting gold bug convention at Lou•
needle. Mr. R. T. Chilton is a signed
member of the Bryan and Sewall Club
and from the day that free coinage won
in the convention at Hopkinsville has
been out-spoken for the restoration of
silver, yet he was made a delegate to
the rump convention as were a half
dozen others here who willsupport 13ry-
an and Sewall and do not hesitate to
say so. Z. T. Rawlins, the Treasurer of
the Bryan and Sewall Club was also ap-
pointed a delegate to the Wall-streeto-
crat thinganuyging they held in Louis-
ville. He did Hot go to Louisville • but
he did come to Penibreke and join the
Bryan and Sewall Club and is an officer
of the club. In hes than two 'Nikkei the
membership will reach one hundred and
fifty. • • •
Capt. C. D. Bell, of Bell, passed
through Monday en route to Henderson.
He stated to a friend that he will not
accept the Populist nomination for Con-
gress. lie is unwilling to usenet in split-
ting the free silver vote.
Vice Presidents.
Rev. P. T. Hardison will close the
Conference year's work at Bethel on the
first Sunday in September, and at Cadiz
Appellate Judge Landes, of Hopkins-
ville, who succeeded Judge Grace on
the Court of Appeals bench, after the
latter's death, is now in the city. He
arrived last evening and is the guest of
Col. Rube Rowland, on North Seventh
street. Judge Landes will spend sev-
eral days in Paducah. August 25th
having passed, Judge Landes, in ac-
cordance with the ruling of the Repub-
lican Appellate Committee, held at
Princeton three weeks ago, is the radi-
cal candidate for the Appellate judge-
ship. He is quietly prosecuting his can-
vass in town to-day.—Paducah News.
--
Mr. Lawrence P. Tanner, of Calhoon,
was in the city yesterday, says the Mes-
senger. Mr. Tanner is not a bit sore
over his recent defeat in the race for
Congress, but taken the deepest interest
in the success of the Democratic party
PURELY POLITICAL.
Divers Notes Relating to this
District.
THE BRYAN CLUB MEET
The Nominee's Ken'ucky Route -Other Items
of Much Interest.
Chairman Sommers said yesterday
that he thought Nominee Bryan would
speak in Louisville about September 10.
He further said that Mr. Bryan would
continue his free silver speeches from
the rear of the trains while en route to
this city and to Lexington, where he
will speak later.
—o--
Judge Breathitt has made many warm
personal friends in Lyon core ty, re-
gardless of party affiliation, by the able
and impartial manner in which he has
presided over our circuit court. There
is no doubt but what he is the ablest
Republican in the district—Talc of
Two Cities.
-0--
A letter received at Versailles the
first of the week from Senator J. C. S.
Blackburn says that he expects to reach
Kentucky the first of next week. He
will spend the month of September
speaking in Kentucky, after which his
services are entirely at the diepoteal of
the, National Campaign Committee
Senator Blackburn has promised to ad.
dress the Bryan Club at Midway sonic-
time during September, the exact date
not having been decided upon.
—0—
The Bryan and Sewall Club, which
was recently formed in the Dalton
neighborhood across the Christian coun-
ty line in Hopkins, is trying to arrange
with the Chairman of the State Central
Committee to have Joe Blackburn speak
there at some date within the next few
weeks.
—o—
It is not at all likely that Dr. Clardy
will encounter any scrim:el opposition
says the Madisonville Mail. He is a
straight-out silver Democrat and stands
squarely upon the Chicago platform.
He represents the people on the great
questions now at issue, and the belief is
rapidly growing that the nomination of
Capt. Bell was an error. The endorse-
ment of Dr. Clardy and a union of sen-
timent and vote against the single stare
ard was the proper action under the
circumstonces.
—o—
H3n. James B. Garnett came to town
Saturday. He was not in an humor to be-
interviewed when a New Era reporter
saw him.
"Judge, it is said that sonic of your
friends and several papers are booming
you for Circuit Judge of this district.
Do you—?
"There is already a big election on
hand," interrupted the Comm in-
wealth's Attoretey.' "Wait until that
is over and I'll talk to you"
—o—
That Sam Small is not a renegade is
proved by the following dispatch from
Salem, Ill.:
Rev. Sam Small, of Georgia, address-
ed about 3,000 persons here last night in
advocacy of the election of Bryau and
Sew all.
His remarks were devoted wholly to
the financial question, and he advocated
the free coinage of silver at the ratio of
16 to I. He talked for nearly three
hours, and was frequently applauded.
The attendance was the largest since
the Bryan demoustrutiou lust mouth,
and the Democrats are jubilant.
DELIGHTFUL ENTERTAINMENT.
A Reception Given Last W ee:t at the
Campbell Homestead.
Those who were so fortunate as to re-
ceive invitations from Mr. and Mrs.
James C. Moore to a reception last week
in honor of their daughter, Miss Mary
Moore, knew what was in sure for
then, but their highest 'anticipations
were more than realized.
Miss Mary Moore did the honors of
the evening with ease and grace, as-
sisted by Misses Dora Leichhardt, Daisy
Wood and Belle Moore.
The "Old Homestead" of Uncle Ben
and Aunt Maria has long been pro-
verbial among the older social set for
true Kentucky hospitality, where good
cheer was had without an effort, and
last evening evidenced that the younger
generation have fallen naturally in line.
The large, beautiful lawn, with the
long promenade, over which the moon,
"serenely mellow" shed its soft beams,
broken here and there with the dense
shade of the surrounding stately trees,
would have been exqisite enough for
the most aesthetic taste, and when il-
lumined with Japanese lanterns, it
seemed a perfect fairy-laud, where the
only game was one of choose with
hearts as trumps.
The dining-room, in fact, the entire
house, was tastily decorated with ferns
and beautiful roses, and the substantial
refreshments were evidence that the hos-
tess knew how to reach the heare; of
guests.
It is a rare treat to be a guest when
formality departs as the gate-latch is
lifted, and kiss Mary is to be thanked
for the pleasure bestowed upon her
friends.
It was an event long to be remem-
bered, and here's hoping that the time-
honored custom established by her
grandparents may be kept alive by the
young hostess.
Those present were:
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Gant, Owensboro;
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Glees,
Mr. and Mrs. G. L Campbell,
Misses:—
Bettie Hart, Maids' Bradshaw,
Brooklyn; Paducah;
Eveliu Polk, Ella Cave,
Nashville; Nashville;
Lizzie Nourse, Edna Ellis,
Hattie Long, Eloise Nelson,
Lizzie Gaither, Louisa Nonrse,
Henrietta Long, Robbye Carrothers,
Lucy Tribble, Edith Boulware,
Katie Bradshaw, Annie Byers,
Annie Starling, Anna Landes,
Elizabeth Long, Jennie Winfree,
Pauline and Germaine Crumbaugh.
Messrs :—
Harry Anderson, Clifton Long,
Emmet Anderson, Wallace Kelly,
Muke Nelson, Will Hopper,
Jack Moore, Dr. M. Brown,
Dr. F. P. Thomas, M. Gant, Jr.,
Harrison Hopper, L. Dade, Jr.,
Ben U. Campbell, Sandy Byers,
Jim Young, Jim Moore,
Joe Armistead Charlie Graves,
Will Starling.
Mr. Bryan In Kentucky.
"Yesterday Mr Woodson received a
letter from Mr. Bryan, in which he de-
cided to eonhe via Hendersou says the
Messenger. It was his purpose at find
So go direct from St. Louis to leo-in-ale
via the B. & 0. 8. W. railroad. but nee
we will get the benefit of a brief specs-:
from him at Heuderson, and short talks
from the rear platform of the train at
Owensboro, Hawesville, Cloverport and
all other stations where the train stops.
This will draw people from both sides
of the Ohio river to hear him.
"The date of Mr. Bryan's coming to
Kentucky has not. yet been 'definitely
fixed, but it will be announced on his
arrival in Chicago September 4.
"He will be able to stop at Henderson
but briefly, arriving there at 2:30 p. m.,
and leaving for Louisville within an
hour, as he must speak in Louisville the
same night. A platform will be erect
ed in the little grove opposite the 0. V
depot at Henderson, and from that
place Mr. Biyen N% ill address the people
between the arrival and departure of
trains. Arrangements will be made to
delay the departure of the. train from
Lonisville to Henderson until Mr. Bryan
can make his speech, and the time will
be made up by faster running in order
that he may reach Louisville by 8 p. in.,
and speak at once there."
Half a Tobacco Crop.
The most careful and conservative
observers estimate that fully one-half
of the tobacco planted in Trigg county
this year is already destroyed by the
worms. This include* Unit abandoned in
the field and the injury to that saved.—
Cadiz Telephone.
Inspector Smithson's Report.
Weekly report Hopkinsville Tobacco
market in as follows. Week ending
Aug. 27, thee :
Receipt for week, 
year, 
Sales for week,  





  737 "
D. F. SMITHSON.
Dr. Jefferson Hurt.
Dr. tleorge Jefferson, of Wallonia,
was badly hurt this week as the result
of a fall. The Telephone prints the fol.
owing regarding the accident: He had
early that morning received a call, and
was walking hurriedly on a plank walk
and his left foot slipped and dislocated
the hip joint, causing him to full heavi-
y across the plank with such force as
to break the bone in another place. Mr.
J. H. Glover saw him fall and ran to
his assistance, also a youth -who had
called for him ran to him and fell also
near the same spot and was himself
knee-keel senseless. However, the boy
soon recovered; and Dr. Jefferson Was
carried to his room and medical aid
given. He is suffering greatly, and it
's thought that while he will recover,
he will be cripple for life. Many friends
regret his misfortune. His two sons,
Drs. Thos. B. and Wade H. Jefferson,
are at his side, and good friends are
ministering to his every want.
_
WILL GIVE A BARBECUE
Big Political Rally in South
Christian.
PEMBROKE THE PLACE
Democrats are in Earnest and Will Celebrate
on the 22nd of Next Month.
The Demoernts of Perihroke and
vicinity will give a barbecue at that
place Tuesday, September 22nd, and it
promises to be ene of the largest politi-
cal gatherings Peer held in the county.
Speakers of national reputation will be
on hand and discuss the political issues
of the day. Preparations will be made
to feed 5,000 people—and 10.000 if ne-
cessary. Everybody invited. The fol-
owing committees will have charge of
the, affair, which assure it to be a SW-
INVITATION AND RECEPTION.
Frank B. Richardson, chairman; T.
D. Jameson, . A. Radford, R. Y.
Pendleton, Jr., 0. J. Smith, C. W. Mor-
rison, B. J. Garnett and G. IL Smith.
ARRAOEMENTS.
Jno. D. Broxiaugh, chairman; Dr. R.
H. Moore, Dr. G. W. Lackey, W. W.
Bronanph, J. F. Butler, Jas. H. Wade,
W. H. Jones, C. E. Bronaugh, T. Z.
Watts and Gov. Chas Harris.
MANAGEMENT.
Isaac Garrott, Chairman; P. B. Pen-
dleton, C. E. Barker, T. W. Porter, D.
A. Bronaugh, Dr. J. R. Paine, F. M.
Chilton, Fidella Rawlins, B. D. Lackey
and Marion Layne.
TO SOLICIT CARC:.SSES.
Jim. H. Sergeant, Chairman; L. 0.
Garrott, R. L. Wore, Ernest Barclay,
rhos. Gray and Isaac Garrott.
LADIES RECEPTION.
Mrs. Frank B. Richardson, chairman;
Mesdames T. W. Porter, P. B. Pendle-
ton, W A. Radford, J. C. Boxley, B. J.
Garnett, a E. Mann, W. M. Bronaugh,
Isaac Garrott, Dr. J. R. Paine, G. II.
Smith, J. J. Stuart, R. T. Chilton, W.
H. Jones, T. D. Jameson, and R. Y.
Pendleton.
FINANCE.
Sam McGehee, eh:erre:in ; W. H. Jer-
i:igen, Vi'. L. LanderhJ. M. Harris, J.
Rose, M. L. Levy and H. L. Trice.
Music.
Dr. irr A. Lackey, chairman; John
H. Pendelou and C. 13. Russell.
RAILROAD TRANSPORT ATION.
Harvey Smith chairman: J. It.
Waugh, L. P. Miller, E. B. Ledford and
Sala Jmenn S011.
BARRECUEINO.
Lem Rawlius, W. F. Morris, W. l'
Ward and John W. Wade, the coal
king; also the following colored. lib-
sil,tauts, Isaac Leavell, Morris Cason,
Jessie Clements, Bowling Jesup, Rae
Rawlins, Henry McCauley and John
Burt.
The Democracy of Pembroke leads,
others follow. The Bryan and Sewall
club there is a large one, end they an.
doing a grand work. Look out for re-
sults in November.
A Powerful Sermon.
In the sermon printed on another
page Dr. Talmage makes a strong plea
for kindness and an eloquent appeal for
good temper and courteous conduct. In
these days, when satire and retort and
bitterness fill the air, the gospel carol of
this sermon will do good to all who read
and practice it. The text is Proberbs
xxv, 15, "A soft tongue breaketh the
bone."
Comparative Statement.
The comparative statement of the
gross earninge of the Louisville and
Nashville' railroad company for the third
week in August shows total gross earn-
ings] from all sources to le $374,725, a de-
crease as compared with the same period
last year of $8,455, an inerenee of $7,450
as compared with the same period in
1894 and an increase of $.55,335 as corn.
ruled with the same period in 1893.
THEIR LABORS ENDED his licenee, to find line se etheart Tema* Then a search was ins et at eel for the
girt and the chief of police. Neither
could be found for fully throe game rs
of hour. Finally the chief was seeeelie
Christian County Teachers directed the young man to his girl, Lev.
J. B. Erwin's services were proem fel,Return to Their Homes. the marriage ceremony performed at
RESUME OF THE WORK.
As Excellent Report Furnished By Prof. E. W.
Gray. of Crofton.
The Teacher's Institute met in its re-
gular annual session in the lecture room
of the Methodiet chureh of this city on
Monday Aug. 24.
An enrollment showed a large per-
centage of the teachers of the county
preemie moreethan had ever been en-
rolled at any previous Institute at its
commencement The work of organiz-
ing was at once proceeded with. IttiRS
Margaret Wilson, of Pembroke, was
elected secretary and W. E. Gray, of
Crofton, assistant secretary. Miss Katie
McDaniel then, introduced to the teach-
ers, Prof. E. W. Weaver, of Paris, Ky.,
as instructor.
Prof. Weaver, in a very few words ex-
plained the proaxmee of the Institute,
the benefits to be derived from it and
how teachers might reap those benefits
He gave the following as the princi-
pal object* of the Institute':
First, to get iknowledge of branches
taugat
Second, to instruct teachers in princi-
pals of educatioe.
A :teacher Must read and keep up
with improved methods just as a suc-
cessful business man.
In speaking of "How to make the In-
stitute a success," Prof. Weaver em-
phasized the importance of all the teach-
ers partieipatiug in the discussion. 1 he
Institute ehoplel be made a miseirmary
of education to the teachers; a place-
where they ca* add greatly to their
store of learning and feed the fire of en-
thusiasm. Nothing could have been
more helpful to the teachers than the
manner in which he spoke of the "Sup-
ports" at the cothruand of those whose
business to train the youth of our laud.
PretWeaver said in substance :"They
have the right to demand the support of
ministers of theeomumuity ; they have
the right to demand the support of the
county press; they have the right to de-
mand the support of the politician, dis-
regarding the demagogue; and lastly
they have, if need bee the right to de-
mand the support of the entire military
force of the state and of the nation;
therefore let no euperintendent or teach-





MONDAY AtTERNOON, APO. 24.
After singing !Prof. Weaver, took up
the subject of "Helps received from
Patrons," showing them to consist of
four classes as follows: modest, irupru-
dent, indifferent, both from choice and
necessity, and vicious.
"How to teach pupils the use of the
die tionary" was discussed by Miss
Jennie West, Mrs. S. D. Allen and Mr.
Rase°, a short recess was then given.
The remainder of the evening session
was spent in considering the subjects of
Penmanship..
TUEFDAT MORNING, Ate. 25.
Minutes were head.and adopted.
Drawing belt first on program was
discussed by Mies.-s Effie Wood and Ida
Winfree, and Miss Sallie Brown, of
Madisonville.
Miss Nettie Edmunds favored the In-
stitute with a recitation, after which a
recess was give*
After recess She Compulsory School
Law Was introdheed by Mr. Basco, fol-
lowed by Mess* Wright, Morgan and
MndgeoyurAdj nment nt 12 :10.
TUESDAY A rf ERROON.
Institute was failed to order at 1:30.
"Language Lessons" was disclaimed
by Miss Effie Wood and Mr. P'Pool.
Prof. McCarttley gave an epitome of
a work on "Securing and Retaining at-
tention."
Recess of ten minutes.
Reading beingenext on program, quite
a number of teachers gave their meth-
ode of teaching it.
Mrs. Ella Walker, having been assign-
ed how to secure and teach a school,
read an excelleui paper on that subjeot.
weexeseey etertNIXO, AUG. 26:
On Wednesdah the following subjects
were discussed. -
(a) Program and Course of Study.
(b) Geography.
(c) Text Book Course.
(d) The Senses.





A Crofton Couple Drove Forty Niles to
Procure a License.
Mr. W. J. Cotton and Miss Elizabeth
Keener, who livie North of this city near
Crofton, ran away from home and mar-
ried last Friday.
In order to procure a license they reek
nearly forty mike. Their destination
was Clarksville.
Mr. Cotton is it prosperous farmer and
a worthy eeikunie man. His bride is a
pretty young weinan. The only reason,
us fur as known, that the bride's par-
/tele; opposed an union was owing to
the youth of the young lady, who ie °il-
ly about simple years old. The' sweet-
hearts got tired thf waiting for time to
remedy this tro' uble, so they drove
through the county to Clarksville.
The etremoey was performed at the
Northlugton Heald by the Rev. J. B.
Erwin, and waii witnessed by a large
crowd of the guests of the house. Mr.
and Mrs. Cotten then entered their
buggy and went back to Crofton to beg
forgiveness and as.k for the blessings
of the old peop..
He Limit the Bride.
Saturday the NEW ERA told of the
elopement and *marriage of W. J. Cotton
and Miss Dlizalieth Kenner, a Crofton
couple. The Cherksville Times his the
following story 'pf the alTair :
The young heople drove to Gill's
livery stable nal the girl sat in the
ladies' room th4re while the groom-to-
be and his friend went to find out where
they could ght a marriage license.
They met Chief' of Police Robinson and




tp.e l yitiotgY.W  men were seeking
Mr. Bailey, the hone(' chief escorted the
girl to the Northington House and left
her in the parlor there while he went to
; attend to some official business. The
groom-to-be returned to the stable with
about 10:30 ohhock at the Northirs ton
House and the newly married roaple
left fox home the way they had come.
Worm-Eaten Tobacco.
Reports received by the, tobaeco deed-
era of this city from the different coen-
ties composing the Hopkinsville tobacco
growing district show that the dietree•-
ing condition of the crop has not boa,
exaggerated In many localities futly
half of the crop has been abandoned as
not worth trying to save, while a large
percentage of the remaining half hail
been cut and housed, and i-, being
smoked to keep the worms set of it.
Still there are some fine fie-he of the
weed to be seen in this viinetv, and
some of the best tobacco produced in
years in Christian county will be Loused
very soon.
CIRCLE MEETINGS HELD SATUTDS.T.
Interesting Sessions at Concord and
Mt. Olivet.
Two cirelemee tinge in which all loeal
Baptiets are interested were he'll lust
Friday and Saturday. The program for
one at the Concord church is us fol
lows:
Rev. C. H. Nash, the sin of collect-
ousness.
E. F. Coynen Christian Citizenship.
Alex McCord, Japan an ' Missiopm.
Rev. Joel Hopson, home mission
work.
Rev. J. U. Spurlin, Mission Baptist.
Rev. P. Thomas. The power of Godly
and ungodly living.
R. R. Donald.son. Prayer.
B. F. Eager. Blessings turned to
tunes.
At Mt. Olivet the following exercise*
took place.
1st Purpose, importance and method
of church discipline—I. F. Garnett, Ed
Garrott, Jr., and Walker Flemming.
2nd Security of believers—W. IL
Vaughn.
3rd Relation nf Christianity to 
Lushness life—Ed R. Bogard, F. M. Quarles,
C. E. Perryman.
4th obligation of the church to the
community and to the world—S. J.
Lowry, C. D. Bell, E. C. Radford.
btIi Should the churches look solely to
the deacons, to conduct the financial
matters—Winston Henry, J. 1. Clardy.
6th Can we :afford fsto neglect the
foreign field, though our home ..work is
so pressing—Claude S. Bradshaw-, K. J.
Murphey.
7th Sermon—E. C. Perryman.
NEW CAPTAIN CHOSEN
Company D. Held an Elec-
tion Friday Night
THE PROSPECTS GOOD
Promise Given That the Guves lehl Become
a Credit to the Town.
The spectators at the armory Friday
night outnumered the members of Co.
D. about ten to one, and the crowd was
not a large one, by any means.
However, enough of the boys were
there to hold an election. Lieut-Chil.
Joriett Henry conducted the election.
Mr. John Friend, Jr., Was chosen
Captain by an unanimous rote.
Mr. Feland is well qualified to fill the
position. He was a member of the
State guards for a number of year's, and
has had experience in every capacity
fr,.m high private in rear ranks to Cap-
tain. He was First Lieutenant of the
local company when the late Edward
Cook was Captain, and succeeded the
latex as Captain. Those were the years
wheu the company was at the very
heigleli of its prosperity and promi-
nence.
When the result of the election was
made known to Mr. Felaud he came to
the armory and made a graceful speeelm
of thanks to the company. He said
that he would do his beet to make the
Latham Light Guards the crack corn-
pally of the State, and had good reasons
to believe that he would succeed. It is
understood that nearly thirty new men
will join at the next regular drill night.
The company has been in bad fix for
several months. Nobody has seemed to
take any interest in it. Capt. Nelson
sent in his resignation a long time ago,
but no actiou was takea until recently.
el several occasions Lieut. Tandy or-
tiered the boys to assemble in the ar-
mory, but as a usual thing not more
than a Corporal's guard ever shewed
up. Last week he wrote a lengthy let-
ter to the Adjutant General, telling him
the exact condition of teffaine Asst.
Adj. Gen. Walter Forrester was sent
he-re. He examined into the matter and
the result of his visit was the election
laid last night.
The company will be thoroughly re-
organized, and the members will be re-
quired to obey ureters. As an xample
of the loose way things have been going
on, only one man in reeks last night
wore a full uniform. New equipments
will be furnished by the State. These
will it:chine new uniforms, guns,
blankets. teets, etc. The time that reg-
ular drills will take pines will be made
known later on.
As soon as the equipmeets arrive the
cenipterey will go on a ten des eniep at




The new Christian church at Sinking
Fork was dedicated Suude y. About
two, thousand pe °pie were on the
grounds. A basket dinner was a fea-
ture. The dedicatory sermon was de-
livered by Rev. T. D. Moore, of this
city. Nearly $100 were raised to help
pay off the church debt of e290.
Fletcher Campbell Interviewed.
Mr. Fletcher Campbell, a leading
young tobacconist of Hopkinsville, Ky.,
passed through the city yesterday, says
the Nashville Sun. Mr. Campbell is
connected with the Central Tobacco
Warehouse and is in a position to know
the situation of the growing crop. He
says that the reports of the devastation
of fields of tobacco by the worms has
tint been exaggerated in the leash, and
in the great dierk tobacco-producing dis-
trict of Kentucky 50 per cent, of the
crop has then practically abandoned to
the worms. Not more than nue-half of
the growing crop will be housed, and of
this 25 per cent, will be of a very in-
quality, The crop now croon the
realra, however, is eteenethened and
stalatod in prices, owing to the
gloomy outlook for ecet year.
THE NEW ERA.
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NOMINATED.
(sintwa. TO sraw ERA!
Indianapolis, hid., Sept. 3—Gen. John
IL Palmer, United States Senator from
Illinois, was nominated for President orl
the first ballot by the Boltocratic con
ventiou.
Gen. Palmer was born in Scutt coati+
ty, Ky., but his boyhood was spent in
Christian county, from where he went
to Illinois.
Gen. Simon Bolivar Buckner, of Kenl-
tacky, will be nominated for Vice Prefie
ident.
VITAL PRINCIPLES CONCERNED.
The Democrats who are turning their
backs upon their party simply because
for one time it has failed to expretis
their individual opinions on one tinglle
question of public policy seem to forget
all about the other principles for which
they have fought all their lives. Ho*
Hoke Smith, who a few days ago re-
signed from President Cleveland's Cab-
inet because he was not willing to leave
a party in the triumph of which lies the
hope of the American people, wrote the
following as an editorial in his excellent
paper, the Atlanta Journal:
In political emergencies, as in other
affair* of life, men are sometimes con-
strained to make 'a choice between two
evils or uncongenial situations. Being
unable after their best efforts to order
things just as they would have them,
both sound reason and policy suggest
that they should take this course. Such
any emergency now confronts many
Democrats in all parts of the country.
They have done their best to influence
their party to accept and indorse their
financial policy, and, having failed in
the effort, they have now presanted to
them the alternative of continued ad-
herence Ito the political party with
which they have long associated and
whose maintenance they believe to be
needful to protect the country from bad
government and pernicious legislation
or to assist in the restoration to un-
checked power of the party whose while
record is marked by acts and policies of
this character.
All of us took part in the choice of
delegates to the Chicago convention.
with the implied agreement—an agree-
ment sanctioned by precedent and honor
—that we would abide by the decision
of the majority of the convention. That
decision was disappointing and disa-
greeable to a large portion of the Demo-
cratic party in its relation to one impor-
tant question. Had this portion sac-
needed, instead of meeting defeat, they
would have considered a bolt or antago-
nism by the other party as an act of bad
faith. Is not the implied agreement
just as binding on themselves?
Let Southern Democrats who contem-
plate the support of McKinley or of a
bolting Democratic ticket, which would
only help McKinley without a chance
of its success in a single state, seriously
consider the probable effect of their ac-
tion. They would help to restore to
full power, and perhaps to perpetuate
iii power, a party agreeing with them
on only one question, and that One at-
tributable to a condition caused by fte-
publican legislation, and to disrupt and
consign to lasting defeat a party agree
ing with them on every other issue.
Ought the venerable Democratic par-
ty to be destroyed because of its diesen-
Uon or its error, in regard to a single
question of transient importance? Shall
we abandon the vital principles and es-
sential policies for which it has long
contended simply because of disagree.
merit on this question? Among those
principles and polices are—the preserva-
tion of the remaining rights of the
States and Cie people—rights often
usurped or disregarded by the Republi-
can party. A just and impartial system
of Federal taxation opposed to the Re-
publican policy of taxation for the ag-
grandizement of favored interests and
claasets; opposition to the growth and
exactions id trusts and monopolies.
which have been the especial objects of
Republican fostering and protection;
the protection of every State and sec-
tion of the country from invidtwous Fed-
eral legislation or unwarranted inter-
ference with their local government_
This last object is one of spcial im-
portance to the Southern States, whose
elections have hithertofore been domi-
nated by Federal supervision and who
are threatenediwith a renewal of such
interference.
A GOLDBUGS ARGUMENT.
Never before in a ,Presidential cam-
paign was such abuse heaped upon any
party as the gold-bugs of all parties are
using whenever they speak of the
Democratic party. The gold-bug papers
realizing that they can not succeesfally
answer the arguments on the free silver
side of the question, have ceased to try
to do so in a great measure, and have
fallen to abusing the Democracy in
hopes that they may accomplish in that
way what they can not accomplish by
argument. And of the most villainous
attacks so far made in this campaign
appeared in "The Herald," a Republi-
can newspaper published in Clark
county, Missouri, and the following is
a copy 'verbatim et literatim
When you see a free sliverite you see
a man who wouldn't earn a dollar
honestly if he could get it dishonestly;
one who would let his wife take in
washing for a living while he held down
dry goods boxes, one who never owned a
pair of pants without a Cleveland badge
on the seat; and one who will steal
before he will provide for his own
household; one who thinks he can ride
to glory in a political band wagon; one
who sees a fat job in the future if the
thing wins; one who ehuts his eyes
While somebody slips from 50 cents to
$5 into his hand for his vote; one Who
has no more stamina, no more principle,
no more self respect than to be bribed to
commit any (Time. This may be &little
harsh but it is true to the letter." '
The Democratic campaign cimmitree
in order to show the gold-bug style of
argument bought up all the copies of
this paper to be had and then had
thousands of copies printed for distribu-
tion. The writer of that -astlitorial"
had fomsrly edited a Democratic news-
paper, but was recent:y converted to
McKinleyism and the single gold stan-
dard, and had been employed by the
Republicans to edit their party organ.
That "editorial" will make thousands
of votes for Bryan.
With the exemption of the profes-
sional politicians in the Republican
party and a few gold-bug ex-Democrsits,
most all of whom have some airs to
grind, 'h -re are not many people ahØug-
ug hoarse Us McKinley's
011,
•
MANUFACTURED ENTHUSIASM. There is room for only unto anti • Me
-
In his efforts to elect McKinley Mr, Maley pens, in 
this tenuitry. If you
}Lantos is resorting to tricks never be- I believe that MeKluter 
ought to be
fore known in the politics of this coun-
try, where almost every man is a poli-
tician. This is probably the first cam-
paign in any country in which enthu-
siasm is made to order and paid for like
any other "commod:ty," but it is being
done daily. To always be on the popu-
lar side, to be with the majority, is a
trait of human nature very strongly de-
veloped in many people. So in order to
catch those people, Hanna., for the pur-
pose of making it appear that McKinley
is exceedingly popular with all classes
of voters all over the country, makes
arrangements with the railroad com-
panies and has his special agents to go
from one town to another and organize
"big delegations" of people of all sorts
to go to Canton, Ohio, and pay their re-
spects to "that great friend of the
masses. ,William McKinley." Enough
people are gotten up to till a large train
of cars, one of Hanna's special agents
has charge of this train, and when it ar-
rives at Canton the "delegation" is
marched to McKinley's residence, where
a great deal of enthusiasm that has been
manufactured and paid for is manifest-
ed—and McKinley, who has for several
days been notified of the delegation's
coming and from what town it comes,
appears on his front porch and after
bowing and expressing his "gratification
at being honored by a visit from so
many citizens of that prosperous city of
" in a monotonous voice gives out
the same old platitudes about the tariff
that every man that has been to Canton
since the St. Louis convention has heard
and with which all newspaper readers
are so familiar. After the "speech"
the delegation is fed, packed on the
train and carried back home, and the
next day the gold-bag newspapers talk
of McKinley's great popularity, publish
the speech, which by-the-way has been
stereotyped by all gold-bug papers and
stands ready to "run in" whenever a
delegation visits Canton. The press
correspondent limply wires his paper,
"McKinley spoke," and that's sufficient,
the speech is hauled out and damped in
ready for publication. The expenses of
those delegations—food and transporta-
tion—are paid for by Hanna out of the
immense corruption fund that for the
sake of appearances is called a campaign
fund. With the exception of Thomas
C. Platt, of New York, Hanna is the
"smoothest" politician in this country,
and without his aid McKinley would
never even have secured the Republican
nomination.
elected you ought to vote for him, but
if you realize that McKinley's election
would is! ft 111111111ity to the country,
then it is your twee as at pod citizen to
vote for Wm. J. Bryan.
The fire, silver ever coined at a United
States mint was turned over to the
Treasurer of the United States on Oct.
14th, 1794, and amounted to $1,758. The
first gold coined was finished on July
'list, 1795, and consisted of 744 ten-dol-
ar pieces. The first purchase of copper
for the United States mint was on Sep-
tember 11th, 1772, and etineprieed six
pounds of old copper utensils. The first
leposit of gold in the United States
mint was made by Moses Brown, a Bos-
ton merchant, and consisted of gold
bars valued at $2,276.22. The first de-
posit of silver was made July 18th, 1794,
by the bank of Maryland, and consisted
of French coins valued at $80,715.73.
There is no doubt in the world that
the silver cause will triumph by an
overwhelming majority if every one of
its friends will do their duty by going
to the polls and voting for Bryan and
Sewall electors on the 3rd day of
next November. No man ought to
te stand back because of his former po-
litical affiliations, as this is not a party
question but is a fight between an out-
raged and oppressed people against their
oppressors, who are making a desperate
resistance in hopes of being able to hold
on to what they unfairly got by striking
down stealthily one half of the metallic
money in the nation. The Plutocrata
will die in the last ditch before they will
surrender one cent of their ill-gotten
gains, and they will be victorious, too.
unless every friend of silver rallies to
the standard of Bryan, the people's
champion.
THE RICH MAN'S CANDIDATE.
How any poor man who will stop and
look around and call to mind the men
who had McKinley nominated and who
are now putting up vast sums of money
in his behalf can be willing to vote the
Republican National ticket is something
that is beyond the power of an ordinary
mortal to understand. The mere fact
that McKinley is backed by Hanna, by
the Vanderbilts, by the Asters, by the
Pierpont Morgans, by the solid banking
interests, by the solid iailroad interests
of the country and by the trusts, com-
bines and corporations of all sorts, and
by all men who sit in palatial offices
and have hired men all around them
clipping coupons from the bonds that
by reason of the single gold standard
they were able to make the Federal
Government sell to them, ought of it-
self alone to show every poor man that
his interests cannot be isabserved by
supporting the same man, but that on
the contrary he will, by supporting the
same man, simply be assisting in forg-
ing the chains that will bind him in a
more complete servitude than that in
which he now finds himself. All these
rich men and corporations want McKin-
ley to be President because it will be to
their interest, because they can manage
him and make him do their bidding,
and as it is very plain that the poor
man's interests and the rich man's can-
not be advanced at the same time with
and by the same man, it is not very
hard to see that the poor man who de-
sires to be benefitted would be very
foolish to support the man whom the
rich man is electing to do for him what
would be the ruin of the poor man;
therefore, the poor man who votes for
McKinley will be voting squarely
against his own interests.
A FAILURE.
The fellows who thought that they
could give an "object lesson" by paying
Mexican dollars in this country in place
of fifty cents, when that much change
was due the person with whom they
happened to be dealing, are at last dis-
covering that there was not much of an
"object lesson" in it The idea intend-
ed to be conveyed was that the Mexican
was not worth as much as the American
dollar, something that everybody knew.
They, however, failed to state why it
was not worth as much—as their"object
lemon" would have been ruined. If they
had really desired to enlighten anybody
that happened to be ignorant they
ought to have told them that the Mexi-
can dollar is not worth as much in this
country as the American dollar because
it is not legal tender, is not money at
all, is no more money than a silver spoon
would be. If it were a legal tender in
this country it would have the same
purchasing power here that a United
States dollar has. It will purchase as
much now of the necessities of life in
Mexico SR our dollar will purchase in
our country, because it is a legal tender
there just like our silver dollar is a legal
tender here. If these oI•ject-lesson-fel-
lows had really desired to enlighten
their customers and employees they
would have told this about this legal
tender feature.
The most idiotic of all the campaign
rot that is being published is the talk
from day to day about 50-cent dollars
after the passage of a free coinage act.
The very moment that the United
States Government declares that 371 15
grains of pure silver can be coined into
a dollar that shall be legal tender for all
debts; private anti public right then does
371'2 grains worth of pure silver become
worth 100 cents, as it is very evident
that no man would take lees than a dol-
lar for it, because ht °mild take it to a
United States; mint and have it made
into a dollar free of charge. This mat-
ter is as plain as the nose on a horse's
face and how any man of intelligence
can talk in earnest about 50-cent dollars
is not easily understood.
- - 
If there is plenty of gold to go around
why is London worrying about the ship-
ments' of gold from that country to the
United States just as we did when the
gold was going from here to London?
The truth of the business is that the
gold has to be accumulated in one coun-
try at a time, shown to the people of
that country until confidence is restored
anti then shipped on to some other coun-
try to restore confidence there, and so
on around the circle of first-class na-
tions having the single gold standard.
If all the gold and all the silver in the
whole world should be turned into
money there would not be enough to
transact the business of the world as it
should be.
How's Thiel
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of Catarrh that can-
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Props., Toledo, 0.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last fifteen years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business traneactionci and financially
able to carry out any obligation made
by their firm.
W eta & TM:A t,tWholosale Druggists,
Toledo, 0.
WALDINO, KINNAX & MARVIN, Whole-
sale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
Hall's Catarrh Care is taken inter-
nally, acting directly upon, the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Price The per bottle. Sold by all drug-
gists. Testimonials free.
Ball's Family Pill, are the best,
S
The only man ever nominated for
President or Vice President who after-
wards declined to run was Benjamin
Fitzpatrick, of Alabama, who was nom-
inated in .Baltimore in 1860 for Vice
President on the ticket of which
Stephen A. Douglas was the head. Mr.
Fitzpatrick, who was United States
Senator from Alabama at the time, re-
fused to remain on the ticket, and his
place was filled by the National Com-
mittee's appointment of Herschel V.
Johnson, of Georgia. As a usual thing
no man is ncminated for either place on
the National ticket without having done
some very hard work to. secure the
votes necessary to nominate him. The
split in the Democratic party and the
utter improbability of its success was
what caused Mr. Fitzpatrick to decline
to run in 1860. If Torn Watson had
been there at the time he would have
run—whether there was any chance of
success or not.
- • -
1 he country lied h great deal rather
see Tom Watein take it riitf than talt.
the stump, as he annonuees that he ex-
pecte to do soon.
_
The Populists of Kentucky need no
longer pretend to be in favor of the free
and unlimited coinage of silver. When
the Populist State Committee met last
Saturday and decided to put out a full
electorial ticket and candidates for Con-
gress in all the districts in the State, it
thereby naturally gave notice that it
cared nothing for the free [coinage of
silver that it had pretended was so dear
to every Populist heart, and that all it
desired was to make a fight for spoils,
hoping that some candidate might by
accident slip into some office. That it
does not care for the success of the sil-
ver cause is shown by the fact that it
has refused to aid the candidates of the
only party through which it could have
any hope of ever securing the free coin-
age of silver, not only refused to aid
that party, but went ahead and nomi-
nated candidates to oppose the men who
are pledged to the silver cause. The
Populists of Kentucky have at last
thrown aside their nuu,k and come out
in their true colors—come out to fight
for offices, for spoils, and not for the
triumph of principles. They know that
their party can not win in the national
fight, and they ;know that the Demo-
cratic party can, and that the Demo-
cratic party is in favor of many of the
reforms that they pretend to want, yet
they , refuse to support that party.
Rather than support the Democratic
ticket they will take the chance of gee-
ing the Republicans win, of seeing the
single gold standard maintained, of see-
ing the tariff raised to such a high point
as to compel thousands and tens of
thousands of American citizens do with-
out many of the necessities of life, of
seeing the old Federal election laws re-
enacted and a force bill coupled wi
them.
The only two policies for which Mc-
Kinley is known certainly to stand—a
very high tariff and Federal interference
in the elections in the Southern Stat-s—
are policies that the people have on more
than one occasion condemned very
strongly. There is not a single real live
issue for which McKinley is fighting—if
standing on his front porch in Canton
and making the same old old tariff talks
to the delegations of men whose expens-
es to Canton and back to their homes
are paid by Hanna out of the Republi-
can campaign fund can be called fight-
ing. He represents nothing in which
the great masses of the people are con-
cerned. He is afraid to define his posi-
tion in regard to the currency issue,
which everybody recognizes as the lead-
ing issue of the campaign. It is true
that he is on the single gold standard
platform that his party adopted at St.
Louis after hesitating for many days
between it and a straddle, but to-day
that man does not live who can say pos-
itively what McKinley thinks about the
all-important currency question, or
what sort of a currency bill he would
sign or what tart of a one he would veto
if he should become President and a cur-
rency bill should be brought to him for
action. He is afraid to define his posi-
tion for fear that he might lose some
votes by it, and even if he were willing
to define it, the syndicate that paid his
debts and, are now running him would
not allow him to do so, as it is playing
for such high steaks that it would not
take the chance of losipg a few votes
that McKinley can hold on either side
of the question as long as there is an un-
certainty as to what he would do if he
should haves currency measure brought
to him as President, but which he would
lose if it were known positively what he
would do in such an event. Hanna has
no hope of electing McKinley except by
a lavish use of money in buying votes
and he does not want McKinley to say
anything that will render the bnying of
votes any more difficult than necessary.
The; will ba one year in which the Re-
publicans will not be able to buy enough
votes to turn the scales in their favor.
The number of voters in the country
who will Kell out, while sometimes large
enough to decide the election, is not as
large as some people suppose, but this
year the masses of the people are BO in-
terested that they will not stain idly by
and see the "floater!'" sell out—there
will be no "blocks-of-five" this year, as
Mr. Hanna will discover on the third day
of November.
A man may dress as well at; his own
good judgment and the assistance of an
artistic tailor may elect. He may take
his "tubs" but if [his digestive organs
are out of order, he will have an un-
wholesome appearance. His com-
plexion and the white of his eyes will
have azellowish cast. His tongue will
be coated, appetite poor, his teeth rusty,
his breath abominable. He is one big,
unmistakable sign of constipation. The
quickest, surest, easiest way to cure this
trouble is to take Dr. Pierce's Pleasant
Pellets. They are made of refined, con-
centrated vegetable extracts. Nothing
in the least harmful enters into their
composition. They hunt down all im-
purities, arid "make them move on."
They are the product of many years'
study and practice. Dr. Pierce cannot
afford to put forth a worthless article.
Address with 21 cents in one-cent
stamps, to cover cost of mailing only,
World's Dispensary Medical Associa-
tion, Buffalo, N. Y., and get a free copy
of the "Medical Adviser,"
McKinley never in his life drew any
such creeds in Ohio as greet Mr. Bryan
at every town, and that's because the
people know that there is very little in
Mr. McKinley.
exports
of manufactured goods; since the repeal
of the McKinley bill is one of the many
things that is the matter with Hanna,
and it also interferes with the taritT The Largest
logic of the syndicate's candidate for
President.
The increase of $70,000,000 in
The New York Commercial Advertiser
gets off the following: "Li Hung
Chang will stay only one day here, but
he intends to spend a whole week in
Washington. The name caught him,
and he probably thinks it is the centre
of the laundry interests."
Tom Watson having refused to get
out of the way, the Populist National
Committee should exercise the -plenary
powers" with which it was invested by
the Populist National Convention.
Watson's remaining on the track neces-
sarily damages the silver cameo, and as
he does not think enough of the cause
to get oft' of his own accord he ought to
be put off—and the sooner it's done the
better it will be.
Otto Arendt, the distinguished bi-
metallist of Germany, in discussing the
present campaign and the approaching
election says: "If I were an American
citizen I would unhesitating vote for
the people's champion. A free coinage
President appears to me a lesser evil than
a Stock Exchange President. The free
silver candidate is fighting the battle
of labor against the Bourse, the battle
of the farmer against the speculator."
_ 
There will not be a return of prosper-
ity until there is a sufficient volume of
money with which to do the business of
the country. The restoration of silver
will niake it unprofitable to hoard
money, so all the money now locked up
in the bank vaults, where it does the
public no more good than it would if it
was in the ground in the shape of ore,
will be brought out, and added to the
silver that will be coined under the free
coinage act will make the supply of
money so large that rates of interest
will be reduced which will enable men
to successfully engage in business from
which they are now barred on account
of the high, unreasonable rates of inter-
est.
Instead of there being a deficit from
the present tarif law there would have
been by this time a big surplus if the
income tax feature of the law had not
been knocked out. The Wilson-Gor-
man tariff bill produced, without the
inconie tax, nearly as much revenue in
the first two years of its existence
did the McKinley bill in its last two
years. The present tariff is high enough,
but the tremble is simply that since it
has been in force the business depres-
sion has been so great on account of the
work of the money power that !here
has not been enough business done to
produce sufticient revenue. Under ordi-
nary circumstances the present law
would have produced all the revenue
needed to pay the expenses of the Gov-
ernrueut—ruid possibly more.
The only chance to ever get the bi-
metallic currency system restored in
this country is through the Democratic
party, and that this fact is true and is
recognized by silver men of all parties
is shown by the way in which Mr. Bry-
an is being supported. Yet the Popu-
lists of Kentucky who have always pre-
tended to be friends of the silver cause
are stabbing it in the back by refusing
to ail in the election of the only candi-
date who favors free coinage and by
putting out candidates against him.
And why IS this? It is simply because
they hope that by chance they may be
able to secure some little office, because
they place office above the principles
that they have so long pretended were
dear to their hearts. No Populist, no
matter in what Stet& he may reside,
who fails to vote for Bryan and Sewall
ought ever again to have the face to
stand up and declare himself to be a
friend of the silver came..
RAT I ERS IN 1 ARIE I Y.
"School books for cash, Hopper Bros.
Buckner & Oweley real estate and In-
surance.
Special advantages in music at South
Kentucky College. th,st,w
WANTED—To rent e farm of 400
acres for a term of years. Apply to R.
C. Pace, Herudon, Ky. w tf
Hats, flowers, ribbons at Ragsdale,
Cooper & Co.'s building. septeet
Dr. E. N. Fruit, dentist, office over
City Bank, May 13 '96
If you read the New Ens you know
school Looks are cash.
That fine millinery nearly given away
at Ragsdale, Cooper & Co.'s building.
Own your own home, the Hopkins-
ville Building & Loan Association will
assist you. chit
The forty-seventh session of the S'outh
Kentucky College will opeu Tuesday,
Sept. 8th, with a full faculty. tiest,w
Aiwavs in season, Hopkins' Steamed
Hominy (Hulled Corn). Elegant lunch
in milk. Qt. can, 10c.
Merit in medicine means the power to
cure. The great cures 1 y Hood's Sarsa-
parilla prove its unequalled merit.
As-
For persons desiring to procure homes
the Hopkinsville Building & Loan
sociation offers opportunity.
J. D. RUSSELL, T. W. Lexie
President. Treasurer.
For billiousness, to regulate the
bowels and cure a torpid liver, use
Lightning Vegetable Liver Pills. 25 per
box at druggest
Fine tailoring, cleaning and repairing
by Fowright the tailor and critter. Pants
made from $5.00 to $15.00. Suits from
$15.00 to $60.00. Seventh street, oppo-
site New Era.
Account of annual encampment Sons
of Veterans the 0. V. Ry. will sell
tickets to Louisville and return on Sept.
6th, 7th and 8th at one fare for round
trip. Return limit Sept. 15th.
E. M. SHERWOOD, Agt
MONEY TO LOAN—The Hopkins-
ville Buildingl& Loan3Association will









"Cures talk in favor T k
as for no other medi- a
eine. Its great cures recorded in truthful,
convincing language of grateful men and
women, constitute ita most effective ad-
vertising. Many of these cures are mar-
velous. They have won the confidence of
the people; have given Hood's Sarsapa-
rilla the largest sales in the world, and
have made necessary for its manufacture
the greatest laboratory on earth. Hood's
Sarsaparilla is known by the cures it laaa
made -cures of scrofula, salt rheum and
eczema, cures of rheumatism, neuralgia
and weak nerves, cures of dyspepsia, liver
troubles, catarrh — cures which prove
ood's
Sarsaparilla
Is the best--In fact the One True Bleed Purifier.
cure liver Ills; easy to
Hood's Pills lake, easy to operate. MI6
TEN ACRES OF PEOPLE.
Mr. E3ryan Speaks to Fifty
Thousand People.
IN HANNA'S OWN STATE
Audience Ever Assembled to
Hear an Address in the Buckeye State.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA. I
Columbus, 0., Sept. 2.—In all his ca-
reer, wonderful as it has been, Mr. Wm.
J. Bryan never addressed a larger or
more enthusiastic audience than he did
here last night—there being fully ten
acres of people around him while he
spoke. The crowd last night is said to
have been by far the largest that has
ever been seen in Columbus arm it is said
that fifty thousand is a fa;_r estimate.
Mr. Bryan was compelled to divide his
speech into four segments, one delivered
frozu each of the canopied grandstands
that had been erected for the occasion.
In the crowd were 2,000 miners from
the Hocking Valley.
Mr. Bryan spoke as follows:
Gentlemen and ladies: This is the
largest audience to which I ever tried
to speak. I have had occasion to speak
where the audience filled tit' house, lint
I have never had occasion to talk where
the audience filled all out-doors.
[Laugher.] If you all vote as you are
now shouting (Voice, "we will"( I do not
see how there can be any question about
the triumph of free silver in the State.
(Cheers.) We have entered on a cam-
paign which means much to the Ameri-
can pee). pie. If our opponents speak
truly when they describe what will, in
their judgment, be the effect of free
coinage then the success of the Chicago
ticket would surely be a calamity to the
countz7. If. on the other hand, we
speak the truth when we describe to
you the effects of a gold itandant, then
the maintenance of a gold standard un-
til foreign nations come to our relief is
an evil which can not be contemplated
by tholes who love their country. We
have begun an unceasing warfare
against the gold standard. The Re-
publican party, without declaring that
the gold standard is a good thing, has
declared that the gold standard must be
maintained. I call your attention to
the fact that no party in the history of
this country has ever in a national con-
vention commended the gold starndard.
Its effects are so bad that no party has
dared to uphold it.
At that point Mr. Bryan, who had
been facing West as he spoke, now
turned to the South front of the plat-
form and addressed the people on that
side, summarizing his previous remarks
anti ainplifyiug them. He then went
to the North side of the platform and
repeated the process, and again to East
side. After a short time he excused
himself and returned to the Fide where
he began, saying: "I don't know
whether you have been able to hear
anything that I have been saying on
the other side (('Ties of "no.") Well,
then, I will talk a while to you, and a
while to these and a while to those over
there, and then you get to gether after
I am gone and fasten the Rallies togeth-
er. (Cheers and cries of "continue; you
are all right.")
Mr. Bryan went twice around on the
platform in the manner described be-
fore he concluded his speech, keeping
his four audiences amused and interest-
ed throughout.
1 • iii,' Neitenal 1.t.jav.,
.1 kil. I:ANK CIRCULAR.
I Dear Sir—lt Is misastilde to do all , I
your ;levier to sustain such proiniuset
i daily and weekly newspapers, epperia!ly ithe agriculturd awl religions prise. tilt Portion of Elkton
%in 'pp., the issuing of greenback 1
paper money, and that you also will , by Flames.
hold patronage or f ,vor from all apish-
cants who are not willing to oppose the
government issue of money. Let the
government issue the coin and the
banks the paper money of the country,
fez then we can better protect curb
other To repeal the law creating na-
tional bank 110tiNI or to restore to circu-
lation the government issue of money
will be to provide the people with mon-
ey, and will threfore seriously affect
your individual profit as bankers and
lenders See oar Con ssmuu at once
PLUTOCRATIC METHODS.
How the Money Power Fulfills Its Desperate
Mission in America.
This one 1,4u.s1 by an agent of London cap-
italists to New York capitalista In are.
THE HAZZARD CIRCULAR.
Slavery is likely to be aboliahed by the
war power and chattel slavery destroy-
ed. This I and my European friends
are in favor of, for slavery is but the
owning of labor, and carries with it-the
care for the labonns; while the Euro-
pean plan, led by England, is for capital
to control labor by controlling wages.
This can be done by controlling the
money. The great debt that the capi-
talists will to it iemade out of the
war must be weeh as a measnre to con-
trol the volume ot money. 'lo accom-
plieli this the bonds must be used as a
banking basis. We are now waiting to
get the Secretary oT the Treasury to
make this recrimmendation to Congress.
It will not do to allow the greenback, as
it is called, to circulate as money for
any hargth of time, for we cannot con-
trol that.
This one aft. man'. b•ttued by the
c gre s
and engage him to support our interests
that w-e may control the legislation.
This onto Matted March. isst. loy Hanktora'
Assosomi ion to all National banks.
THE PANIC BULLETIN.
Dear Sir—The interests of the Nation-
tionai bankers require immediate finan-
cial legislation by Congress. Silver,
diver certiti_stes and treasury notes
must be retired, and the national bank
notes upon a gold basis made the only
money. This will require the authori-
zation of from from $500,000,000 to $1,-
000,000.000 of new bonds as a basis of
circulation. You will at once retire one-
third of your circulation and call in
ene-hitlf of your loans. Be careful to
make a money stringency felt among
your patrons, especially among influen-
tial business men. Advocate an extra
session of Congress for the repeal of the
purchasing clause of the Sherman law,
and act with the other banks in your
city in securing a large petition to Con-
gress for its unconditional repeal. Use
personal influence with your Congress-
men and particularly let your wishes be
known to your Senators. The future
life of national banks as fixed and safe
investments depends upoe immediate
action, as there is an increasing senti-
ment in favor of government legal ten-
der notes and silver coinage.
BIBLICAL AUTHORITY.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Carthage, Mo., Sept. 3,—Not only is
the currency question being considered
in political circles. but Sunday-school
workers are interested in it. To-day
Isaac K. McBuniey, a farmer, Who is a
stauneh Sunday-school worker, came to
town and said that not only would he
advocate 16 to 1 as an American idea
strictly in harmony with the Constitu-
tion, but also for the reason that as a
Christian worker lit° discovered that the
highest authority in the church givers
authenticity to the belief. He was
studying the lesson for next Sunday,
which embraces the story of building the
temfle. The plans and instructions
given by King David to Solomon called
for the use of gold and silver. In corn
puting the value of the gold and silver
designated, he discovered that it was at
the ratio of 16 to 1. Finding this high
authority, he is now determined mon
Clain ever to do battle for Bryan and
silver at 16 to I.
NEGRO TURNING WHITE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
St. Louis, Sept. 3.—Seven years aft(
James Tyner, who lives with hie family
at 121 South Tenth street, was a copper-
colored negro. Now he is turning
white, and the phenomenon is under-
going the careful inspection and scru-
tiny of his old filen& among the Afro-
Americans. Dr. John H. Simon, of
4223 Manchester avenue, pronounces it
one of the most remarkable casts in
medical annals, and says he will match
it with anything set down in the books:
It is a singular eirehmstanee that the
change of color extends over all parts of
Tynez es body, exceptiug those which
are constantly exposed to the weather.
On his hands and face are blocks of
white skin, but the negro blood pre-
dominates. The greater portion of his
body, however, has changed in color,
and is now covered by a delicate coating
of white whit-in will rival the skin of
the softest Caucasian belle. Tyner's
eyes have also changed color, and the
kinks; are going out of his hair. If the
process progresses a little further he
will be a white man.
Tyner was born in Guntersville, Ala,
thirty-eignt years ago. Hie mother was
a negress, while his father was a dark-
skinned white man. For several years
he has beet' employed by Col. Ed. But-
ler, the garbage coutra-tor, as an en-
gineer on a garbage wagon.
Building Lots Per sale.
Two nice huts on South Main street.
Apply at this office. jyle.
SOUTHERN CHURCHMAN,
lilt IlMoNlo. 5 N.
EKTA it I. I s 1. Io I s
The old. st paper of !h. Flot ooptil 4. 'lurch in
the I olio ol shot s.
Numerous coil espsono ot 'its. All i I
h 111.•%% P411,0111 n11..1111011 to
ttill% drionritnents.
-Catholic for c‘et-y truth ''(ti-Si:
Prot.. Milt agitito•t ,'%,'r% error et man."
tit! 00 A YEAH..
Ko nil .10 cents and try it for 1 moult Ii.
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4, I rim Bigger than Cie Bizn'est;
Better than the Best I"
What a chewer wants first is a
good tobacco; then he thinks about
the size of the plug. He finds both
goodness and bigness in "Battle Ax."
He finds a 5 cent piece almost as
large as a 10 cent piece of other high
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I feel confident that I can make it to your interest to buy Silks,
Dress Goods, Trimmings, Notions, (Fancy Goods. Carpets, Race,
Matting., Oil Cloths, &c FROM ME.;
All my Spring and Summer Dress Goods and Trimmings
At Cost.
All my Silk Waist Patterns, Organdies, Lawn and Dimities
At Cost.
INCENDIARY ORIGIN.
Other News of Much Interest From all Over
the Country.
Elkton, Ky., Sept. 3.—The fire fiend
paid this city a visit last night anti a
whole block of buildings was leveled
with the ground.
The places destroyed were:
H. C. MILLER, AORICULTURAL FATAH-
LISIIMENT.
SCHVOOS BRCks., PLAININO MILL AND
LUMBER YARD,
HUFFMAN A SNOOT, CONTRA( 'TORS.
JOHNSON & Co., merchandise store.
BLACHNMITH SHOP.
Reserenteer.
The fire was accidently discovered by
a belated pedestrian about half past
twelve. The cry of alarm awoke the
people in the neighborhood, and it was
pot long before the whole town gathered
near the scene of the conflagration.
Nearly all the buildings burned were
of wood, and the flames made rapid
headway.
The volunteer fire department, assist-
ed by ecores of citizens, did all in their
power to stop the flames, but the hand
engine and water bucket brigade could
do little else but keep the fire from
spreading to all parts of the city.
The fire is supposed to be of incen-
diary origiu. It broke out in Harry C.
Miller's establishment on Greenville
street.
The flames soon caught the adjoining
building and six stores were depleted
before the fire-fiend was satisfied.
The loss is. estimated at between $15,-
000 and $25,000. The insurance ie
small.
A few hours before the Elkton fire
started a handsome dwelling house OD
the farm of Mr. William Coleman,
three niiles horn the town on the Al-
leirsville road, was destroyed by fire,
which was caused by a defective fine.
The loss was $4,500, with V3,000 insur-
ance.
THE COTTON CROP.
[sascier. To NEW see]
New Orleans, La., Sept 8.—The cot-
ton crop report shows an output of 7,-
157,346 balm, a decrease of 2,743,90.5
(empanel with last year. Nearly half
the decreask. was in Texas. The average
commercial value per bale, however, ie
$41, compered with $30 last year.
Gladness Comes
With a better understanding of the
V' transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish before proper ef-
forts—gentle e fforte—pleasaut e ff orts—
rightly directed. There is comfort to
the knoe ledge. that so many forms ot
sickness are not due to any actual
ease. but simply to a coneti pa Led condi-
tion of the system. which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrueof Fire. prempt-
iy removes. That is why it is the only
remedy with millions of fmi nil: ies. and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. Its beneficial
effects are due es the fact, that it is she
one remedy wli:eh promotes iaternal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on whieh it acts. It is therefore
all insportant, in order to get its bene-
Helot effects, to note when you pur-
chase. that you have the eenuine arti-
zee. which is manufactured hty the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If in the enjoyment of geed health,
and the system is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed. If
afflicted aith any actual disease one
may be c.)mmendeci to the most skill:ill
phesecianie but if in aeed of a laxative.
one should have tne best. and with the
weIl-jnf,urrned everywhere. Syrup of
lees stands highest and s nest lurgely
used and gives pio5tir, ae ra I sat ease:lion.
Dr. A. Bottle.%
13 JIB MITI EST.
OFFICE on Main Street in block op-
pisite First National Bank.
TO THE PUBLIC:
I A lot of odds and ends In comets atLess Than Cost.
All my Men's, Boy's, Ladies, Mimes and Children's Shoes
AT COST.
All my $1 75, 2 00, 2 50 Ladies Shirt Waists for $1 00.
All of my $1 00, 1 25, 1 50 Ladies Shirt Waists for 75c.
And to make long matters short, I will save you money if you
will buy goods fren me RESPECTFULLY,












4 " I "
Tin cupie 1 pint
1 qt
" ', 2 qt
Biscuit .titters


















Our Style Is Swe• t








Pie plates, 8 & inch Sc
fi&ft in. scot. Sc
9 in. pee' o'd 4c
Square jelly cake pans Sc
Dinner pails 25c
Pot covers 3c
Dairy pans, 2 quart Sc
4c
" 4 " Sc
Jelly cake pans, deep, Sc






















But We Are Here to Stay.
Beeause the connoisseur in prrfert-
fitting, well-made clothing can't do
without us in Hopkiueville. is the
fiat sent forth by Clark, the swell
tailor, who make the flue. t grade of
clothing for the aristocratic set in
the city. Look at their new stock
ef handsome Fall styles in clay,
serge, diagonal, cheviot, tweed, etc.,
and errh•r a fine suit that
"Wilt Fi Lie-
th2 Paper Oa the Wall."
Close
Buyer
Will select his goods carefully, place his order with experienced TAILORS
where his (-hetes will be honestly and rightly made. Our immense variety to se-
lect from, good trimmings used and close prices *old, made in models of styles,
workmanship and good taste, is guarantee of perfect satisfaction. Call and ex-
amine for yourselves.
Corner Hotel Latham (Successors to N. Tobin & Co.)
O.Tc.BApcww,Ta.cusE
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THE NEW ERA.  FACTS FOR
$1.00 A YEAR.
Rec. Iced at the postoffice In
• oud-class ruall matter.
FARMERS
'PlkInIStII" Notes Interesting to
of the Soil.
Friday, Scptember 4, 1896.
COURT DIRECTORY.
Ciecurr COURT-First Monday i -stie Th




in Jimeary, April, July and October.
FISCAL COCRT-Firtit Tuesday ins4pril
and October.
CONTY COCET-First Monday in every
month.
HOME & SOCIETY
Mr. J. J. Harris, of Kennedy, weal in
the city Monday.
Mr. J. M. Johnson, of Paducah, is in
the city.
Dr. Austin Bell, of Bell, was here this
week.
Mr. J. P. Gerhart, of Clarksville, is
in the city.
Mr. L. Cestee of Howell, was in the
city Monday.
Mr. R. B. Lloyd, of Pembroke. was
here Monday.
Mr. L. S. Coleman, of Bennettstown.
wae here Monday.
Messrs.G. H.. R. Y. and W. D. Stowe,
of Julien were in the city Monday.
Mr W. W. Radford and J. F. Dixon,
of Howell, were in the city Monday.
Mrs. Mary B. Campbell returned yes-
terday to Hopkinsville after a visit to
Mr. John P. Campbell. Master John P.
Campbell, Jr., accompanied her.-Padn-
ca.h Register.
Miss Rella Dowell and Mi1434 Lettie
Backus returned last night from an &-
tended visit to Hopkineville. Princeton
an I Dawson Springs. Miss Dowell will
remain here a few days when she will
go to Honstonville to take up her work
in Central Christian College.
Messrs. Joe Garnett and Tom Wil-
liamson, of Pembroke, were in the city
this week.
Miss Annie Gaines, of Hopkins:male,
Is the guest of Miss Lillian Beach.-
[Clarksville Chronicle.
Misses Edna and Ida Fuqua and Car-
rie Jones. of Adaireille, arrived in the
city yesterday and will enter Bethel
Female College to-morrow.
Miss Maggie Davis left this week
for Winona, Minn., to attend school.
She was accompanied by her sister, Miss
Etta, who will visit friends an rela-
tives.
Mr. W. T. Davis, of Fruit Hill, irks'
here Tuesday.
Mr. Mat Croft, of Kelly, was in town
this week.
Mr. J. T. Coleman, of Bennettstown,
was in the city Tuesday.
Mr. Buck Walker, of South Christian,
was in town Wednesday.
Mr. H. B. Stewart,of Montgomery,was
in town this week.
Mr. F. B. Harris, of Morton's Gap,
was in the city Wednesday.
Mrs. Gill Smith, of Pembroke, wits
shopping in the city Wednesday.
Mr. and Mn. George Myers, of Crof-
ton, were shopping iu the city Wed'.
Mrs. G. B. Harrison, of Covington,
Tenn., Miss Nannie Harrison and Mos.
W. L. Foulke, of Clarksville, are the
guests of Mrs. Mary Pollock.
Prof. and Mrs. George Pooler will re-
turn to-day from New York, where
they have been spending the summer.
They are members of the faculty of
South Kentucky College.
Mr. H. K. Cole, Nashville, is in the
city.
Mr. J. T. Trahern, of Louisville, is in
the city.
Mr. Henry E. Young, of Louisville,
is in town.
Mr. W. W. Holloran, of tPaducah, is
in the city.
Mr. Virgil Garnett, of the Pembroke,
is in the city.
Mr. Bransford Clarke, of Owensboro,
Is in the city.
Mr. R. S. Dein, of Madisonville,
was here to-day.
Mr. V. H. Williams, of Nashville,
was in town to-day.
Mr. W. J. Hopson, of Wallonia, was
In town this morning.
Dr. Preston Thomas attended the
dance at Guthrie last night.
Jadge Edward Garner, of Lafayette,
was in the city this morning.
Kra. Henry Bryant and children, Of
Gracey, were here this morning.
Mr. W. L. Rogers of the Bradstreet
Commercial Agency, is visiting his sis-
ter, Mrs. James R. Wood.
When wear begins to exceed repair In
your body you are going to fall sick.
The signs of it are loss of flesh, pale-
ness, weakness. nervousness, etc. The
repair needed is food. You think you
eat enough, and yet you feel that you
wear out more tissue, energy. neree-
forceehan your food makes for you. The
difficulty is that you do not digest
enough. And this is so serious it is
worth sitting down seriously to thiak
about. If you can't digest what you
eat take a few doses of Shaker Diges-
tive Cordial. The effect of it will be
to increase your flesh and make you
feel stronger. You won't fall sick.
Proof that it is in control of your itte
pair apparatus. It's easy enough to
test this for yourself. Take a few bate
ties of Shaker Digestive Cordial.
Sold by druggists at 10 cents to $1.60
per bottle.
Wanted to Sell.
An air-meter wind-milL Good as
new. Forty foot steel tower, tank, site.
Will sell at half price.
H. H. AIKEN ATBIT.
Farm For Rent.
A farm of 500 scree for rent for 1997
belonging to Mrs. E. J. Fleming, near
Herndon, Ky., possession to be given at
once for purpose of seeding wheat. Ap-
ply to HUNTER WOOD.
Didn't Do Aaythine.
Nothing of interest was done at the
meetings held by the Democrats and
Populists of this district to consider a
primary between Capt. Bell and Dr,
Clardy. Another meeting will be held
to- morrow.
Notice to Creditors.
The creditors of L. D. Watson, de-
ceased, are hereby notified to file their
claims against said testate with me pre-
perly proven on or before Sept. 20th,
1496. T. L. GRAHAM, Adm'n







A puts Grape Gomm cf Tartar Powder. Pre,
foss Aram* Alum or any other adulterant.
4/0 Mai no STAMM&
meat being for such types as are suit- BATTL E OF DU'S GAP finish of Young Alexander, cf Macedon,G
has also shown somewhat more activity
;
for dark lugs but we are not able to re-.
, port any material advance ou this grade.
Tillers The crop is being rapidly housed and A
in many localities the damage by eorns
• has been serious.
The following quotations fairly repre-
sent our market for tobacco 189e crop:
1...IVE STOCK MARKET.I 
Trash   $1 00 to $1 25
Common to medium legs. 1 00 to 1 ft0 STRONG
'Dark rich lugs, ex' quality 2 00 to 3 50Common leaf   2 50 to 3 50
Tobacco Market Here and Elsewhere !Medium to good leaf 3 50 to 5 00
, Leaf of extra length  II 00 to 7 00
Correctly Reported. Wrappery styles  7 00 to 800
BROKER ROALES' REPORT.
1
Hopkinsville, Ky., Sept. 3, 1896.
The market since last report has been
quite active with good demand for all
off,.rings, with an advance in prices of
one-fourth to one cent, as to grade.
Lugs rule steady with a small advance,
while all grades of leaf are higher and
upward tendency.
Offerings this week, 670 hhds.; sales,
397: receipts, 370.
Receipts; for year, 18,806 hhds.; sales,
14,535 hhds.
The ceports from this year's crop is
about ur-fifths of a possible 60 per
cent. crop housed in very poor condi-
tion. The remainder, if left standing to
get ripe, will make good useful tobacco.
LCGS.
Common . ............ ......$1 00 to V. 00
Medium   2 00 to 300
Good  S 00 to 400
Fine  4 00 to 4.50
LKAF.
Common . 00 to $5 00
Medium  .500 to 804)
Good.   8 00 to 10 00
Fine  10 00 to 14 00
WRAPPERS.
Short .$8 00 to 12 50
Long  10 00 to 14 00
WRAPPERS aTOHIE.
Medium   $6 00 to 8 00
Good   8 00 to 10 00
Fine   10 00 to 12 50
Yours Truly,
M. D. Bo_sees.
The I'. Wealth Bureau makes the
following report regarding this section
of the State: The tobacco worms are
passing away, leaving sally scenes of
desolation behind them. Thousands of
acres are said to have been destroyed by
them. In a few instances reported they
continued their ravages et en after the
tobacco had been housed. It is also
said that much of the tobacco housed is
damaged from curing green. Fully
two-thirds of the crop in this section
will be cut during the coming week.
Planters are sorely disappointed at
ruling prices for tobacco, and justly so,
too, but when they look over the field
and see the prices prevailing for farm
produets in general, as well as manufac-
tured articles, is there reason for special
complaint as to tobacco values? In
what product is there a profit? How
many manufacturers and business men
are making profits now in their ven-
tures? Very few, and most are suffer-
ing losses-if not in actual money, in
time and opportunities loot, and which
there is no retrieving, says the Western
Tobacco Jounal. It could not reason-
ably be expected in such times as. these,
when the necessities can not be haa- by
many, that luxuries which are second-
ary necessities, like tobacco would be in
great demand. Tobacco manufacturers
to keep going, to meet even expenses,
must resort to unusual efforts and give
special inducements in rrices and in
other manners. In consequence they
can not or will not pay the usual prices
for the leaf, especially in the face of the
large stocks on hand, and the large crop
in prospect. These are conditions inci-
dent to the times, and the tobacco plant-
er will have to bear with them, just as
the wheat and corn grower, the fruit
producer and other agriculturists have
to, and hope and labor for better results
in the future.
Such a crop as we are likely to have
this year will not add particularly to
the value of tobacco in the near future,
and unless business improves; wonder-
fully the tobacco grower can expect a
low range of values for the 1896 crop.
This is not encouraging, certainly, but
he had better know the truth, and he
ought to be better prepared to do his
share toward improving the conditions,
and in this case the best he can do is
not to market the very lowest grades,
which not only add to the bulk of the
crop, but assist in depreciating the value
of the whole. If this is used for ferti-
lizer where it belongs at all times) it
will cut down the apparent stocks con-
siderably, and in this way effect values.
Then a determination to limit cultiva-
tion in 1897 will add some relief to the
situation, and by that time the depres-
sion in business may have disappeared
to the extent to give us a better demand
and a competition that will lead to high-
er values.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
Reported by the Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards.
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 2, 1896.-Cat-
tle-The moderate supply of cattle to-
day was of fair quality and consisted
largely of butcher grades. These were
in fair request by local dealers and were
all sold at steady prices. Shippers took
all offerings of good heavy stock. No
change in prices was reported. The
yards; were well cleared.
Calves.-The calf market was steady
at yesterday's prices. The offerings





Fair to good butchers 
Common to medium butchers 
Thin, rough steers, poor cows
and scalawags ....... ....., 
Good to extra oxen 





















Hogs-The receipts of hogs were fair-
ly numerous and of inferior quality.
The market was dull tinder limited
shipping and local demand, and prices
lost about Sc from yesterday's close to
quotations. The yards were cleared,
medium weights showing ,the greatest
activity.
Choice packing and butchers, 22.5
siflIb . . $2 90(43
Fair to good packing, PIO to 200 It $ 5542 Si
Good to extra light. onto hoIb.. 4.11 313
Fat shoats, 120 to Mu lb ...... 25(0 SI
Fat shoats, WO to 120 Is..  $ IOW 25
Roughs. 150 to 400 lb .L.1  2 25(St 50
Stockers  S 50fa..3 IMO
Sheep and Lambs-The sheep and
lamb market ruled dull to-day in sym-
pathy with a very bad market reported
from New York. Old fat sheep were in
best request, and prices for all grades of
sheep were maintained at Tuesday's
figures. Lambs were very sluggish,
selling down 25c, and being cleared with
difficulty. The demand was limited to
buying for [shipment.
Good to extra shipping sheep  m 40342 85
rair to good ..... 20)49 28
Common to medium  . 1 *%4l a)
Bucks   1 13;142
Extra Iambs  75684 1133
Pair to good  5)154851
Medium butcher lanihs .  25342 75
Tail ends or culls    I 7542 00
TILIL LOCl/MILLS MARKET.
Louisville Tobacco Market. furnished
exclusively by Glover & Durrett, Louis:
rille Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 3,432 hhds., with re-
ceipts for the same period of 2,513 hhds.
Sales on our market since Jan. let
amount to 119.124 hhda. Sales of the
crop of 1896 on our market to this date
amount to 114,539 hhds.
The offerings on our market this
week embrace 1,160 hhds , of dark to-
bacco. We are able to report an ad-
vance in prices for all grades of leaf
from medium up, the greatest improve-
Administrator's Notice.
All persons having claims against the
estate of Manuel McKinney, dec'd. are
hereby notified to present same, proper-
ly verified to me, on or before Septem-
ber 15th, 1416, at Abernathy & Co's of-
fice, 9th street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
W. S. Gooewie,
Adner Manuel McKinney, (heed.
-- _
NOTICE!
Mrs. E. 11. Ralston, Etc.. Plaintiffs
NOTICIC
Mrs. Hattie Foster, Etc., Derdants
All persons having claims against the
estate of Mrs. E. H. Ralston. deeensed. ore
hereby usItilied to file the same with me,
pr' perty yaritled, on or before Keptember
20th, 1436, otherwise tho sill be forever
barred from the Ad said claims.
This August 24th, 1401.
51 ILIA AM T. FOWLER.
wdit NInster
An Elopement Frustrated.
James Beach and Miss Donnie Beal, a
young couple of Sebree, attempted to
elope to Calhoon Mon. night to be mar-
ried, but their plans failed. Miss Beal's
father, learning that they had started
for Calhoon, followed in pursuit, over-
taking them three miles from town. H
took his daughter and left her disconso-
late swain to drive back to Sabree alone.
Beal has warned young Beach to stay
away from his premises and to cease all
communication with his daughter.
he Ladi• s.
The pleasant l'ffoct and perfect safety
with which ladies may use Syrup of
Figs, under all conditions, makes it
their favorite remedy. To get the true
and genuine article, look for the name
of the California Fig Syrup Company,
printed near the bottom of the package.
For sale by all responsible druggists.
.1111.111•-•.-
PROF. GOODWIN £8 A GAMBLER.
A Comical Story About • Former Hop-
kinsville Citizen,
The Henderson Gleaner relates this
story: "While the fair was in progress
at Rockport last week Prof. Goodwin,
of Owensboro, thinking it was a good
time to advertise the college, packed his
grip with circulars; and catalogues per-
taining to the school and went up.
Simultaneously the idea struck an
Owensboro gambles that the Rockport
fair would be a 'snap' for him to 'turn
an honest penny,' and he too packed his
grip with a layout of such sesurae as
hieronymue, California sweat cloth.
chuck-a-luck, etc., and went up also.
The Professor and the gentleman of the
cloth stopped at the same hostelry and
their grips got considerably mixed in
the shuffle. Prof. Goodwin, with the
gambler's tools, started out on a tour of
(solicitation for college patrons; the
gambler with Prof. Goodwin:a cata-
logues and curriculum, with a view of
catching suckers. The Professor was
embarrassed when on opening his grip
in the parlor of the first residence vis-
ited to find the transmogrificatiou that
had taken place iu the contents, while
the gambler was visibly exercised when
he started to spread his net on the fair
grounds to find instead of his 'snaps'
only college curriculums. After so long
a time the mistake wee remedied and
each started afis sh on his mission."




A Chance to Sec Ourselves as Some Others
See us.
Capt. C. D. Bell, who was nominated
by the Populists for Congress, left yes-
terday afternoon immediately after the
conference for his home in Christian
county, says the Henderson Gleaner.
He seemed to be highly gratified over
the progress made by the parties in con-
ference and stated to a Gleaner repre-
sentative that he would certainly be re-
lieved of the arduous task of making
the race for Congress, which was very
pleasant news to him. He said he was
very glad that everything had been
transacted in an amicable manner.
Capt. Bell is an admirable gentleman
and certainly has shown a good spirit in
the matter under consideration. As the
thing now stands the Republican party
may look out for a disastrous defeat in
the Second Congressional district in the
coining November eleaion.
Dr. Clardy Is the only candidate for
high position who condescended to take
in our big fair, says the Hustler. He is
quite popular with our people and is
constantly increasing in the esteem of
our people. He will be certain to be
his own successor after next November.
It seems probable that James B. Al-
lensworth, of Christian county, kill be
a candidate for Commonwealth Attor-
ney in the Third Judicial District, states
yesterday's Henderson Journal. Mr.
Allensworth is a lawyer of fine ability,
studious, indu.strunes and closely atten-
tive to every interest committed to his
charge, and in every way admirably
qualified for the office of Common-
wealth Attorney. Although not in our
bailiwick, the good of the State would
be well served by his election.
Mr. S. C. Mercer, of Hopkinsville,
captured the audience Friday when he
shot off a tie with W. P. Page, the
crack shot of Todd county, breaking his
last bird at a rise of 37 yards, says the
Mail. Mercer uses a Parker Brothers'
gun, which make he is very partial to.
Mr. C. D. Bell, of Christian county,
who was nominated at Henderson by
the Populists as candidate for Congress,
passed through the city yesterday morn-
ing en route to Henderson. He went
there to confer with Messrs. Pettit,
Bourland and other leaders of his party,
and it is said he may decline to accept
the nomination. It is said that Mr.
Bell likes Dr. Clardy and thinks he is
for the people, and that it is probably
best to throw his strength to Clardy.
Dr. Clardy does represent the people,
and is battsing for Democracy and free
silver, and all who can not consistently
support the Republican party should
unite on Clardy.-Madisonville Mail.
The annual M. E. Conference will
convene in Hopkinsville, on the 23d
inst. This will be made a meeting of
unusual interest as the conference was
organized at that place just 50 years ago.
Extensive. preparations for the enter-
tainment of the visitors are being made.
Probably 500 guests will have to be en-
tertained.-Gleaner.
able for the regie demand. The market • when he curbed the fiery Bucephalum be-
fore the astonished court of Philip. A
broad-brimmed hat pinned up on one
I side with a star, a military cloak, the
That Will In-iinside a fiery red, and thrown back over
his sboulder, his naked sword glittering
in the sunlight. Brave spirit ! Not Ar-
thur's knights, or Richard's paladies
wou1.1 pieree deeper into hostile array
than he,
J11.118°11 formed a new line at Rexacca THE NEWS ATACLANCE
to meet this advance of Sherman, and
again Sherman forged to the left. Again
the command was hurried across the
Etow..h river and down the classic Minor Happenings is HopkinsviVe aad
stream to beat the enemy to the ford
Again we were too late, for theFederal
infantry had crossed and had entrenched
on the southern side.
These were our services for only a foss
days, and yet men were found to deride
the cavalry. The truth is there was no
easy or safe place in any arm of the
service. We had in our company a man
-Milton II. Seward-whose face was
smileless, whose eountenance lugubri
ons, and yet there hung around his say
ings true attic wit.
Milt said that the world was divided
into thiee classes-smart men, fools and
damr!.00ls. When the war began the
who men remained at home, the fools
joined the cavalry and the damphools
the infantry. I do not wish to appear
irreverent, but it seems to me that in
these piping times of peace, when the
rattle of musketry and the clash of saber
are hushed, and the war drum has ceased
to throb, and eothing is heard but the
clash and clang of Ow almighty dollar,
that Seward's first class has ceased to
exist, and of the other two, the latter
class largely predominatea.- [Austin
Peay, in the Clarksville Leaf-Chronicle.
"It is
understood that Mr. R. C. Watkins, weth now as he was that morning when
traveling freight agent for the Illinois he led his men to tee charge. He rode
Central road,will shortly move his fam- a Kentuck; reign.red, and he sat on




How Four Cavahy Regiments Guarded a
Mountain Pass.
The Padneah Register says:
Friends mid comrades have urged me
to write a sketch of the fight at "Dug's
Gap," in which our brigade made the
most successful battle of all of its cam-
paigns, in which perhaps it saved John-
son's army fr m serious disaster, and
for which it was complimented by that
great soldier.
In these times of political turmoil in
the South, when her people are not
longer united, and the past is forgotten,
to go back three decades and wore, and
tell of the time when they stood shoul-
der to shoulder and faced the common
foe, it is well. When love of country.
patriotism, blazed in the Southern heart
with a brighter luster than that of eith-
er silver or goldewhen her sons, united
and determined, fought for their homes
and sacred soil, and the mothers, wives
and daughters urged on the sons and
brothers and husbands-ofttimes when
the heart was wrung with anguish, and
over the ashes of desolated homes. God
forgive me, if I wrong nny man, but I
fear in these days sonic of the sons of
heroic sires-men born since the close of
the conflict, or mere boys at its incep-
tion, are preparing to forget the valor-
ous deeds of their fathers, scoff at their
devotion and suffering, and sneer at
graves of the dead.
Sherman was beginning his advance
Southward and Johnson confrorinst
him near Dalton, Ga. Sherman, with
seventy thousand men and Johnson
with forty thousand. Iihnson was
forming his army in line of battle to re-
sist Sherman'a advance along the line
of foothills, North of Dalton, while the
calvalry was massed on the plains in
the rear. There was desultory firing of
musketry and ihe occasional boom of a
cannon, premonitory symptoms of bat-
tle. The news came that a column of
Federal infantry was coming through
Dug's Gap, and would soon turn John-
son's left and be in his rear. Our com-
mand then consisted of the First, Sec-
ond and Ninth Kentucky regiments,
and the Third Arkansas already in po-
sition at the gap. Four regiments of
veteran calvalry, a part of Armstrong's
division, Wheeler's Corpse The column
was formed, and in a long gallop we
struck out for Dug's Gap, five miles
away. As we swept over the field in
the rear of the infantry we passed Gen.
Johnston and his steer, and that great
and beloved cousin _alder arose in his
stirrups and waved us on.
Beaching the gap we were dismount-
ed, our horses left with holders at the
foot of the mountain, and we were
double-quicked to the top, and none too
soon, for the enemy were swarming up
the activity on the further side. The
line was formed, the First Kentucky on
the right, the Second Kentucky in the
center and the Ninth on the left., while
the Third Arkansas occupied an isolated
spur still further to the left. It was an
admirable place for defense, the crest
crowned with rocks and trees, while the
mountain side in front was very steep,
with open ground and forest. On eame
the Federal infantry-Hooker's corps.
When within easy firing distance our
line opened fire, and the crest blazed in
sheeted flame. The enemy were driven
back in disonler, but were formed lower
down and continued a heavy fire on our
line, which was well protected. Their
sharp-shooters climbed into the tall
trees and did some dama ge. Every now
and then one would fall headlong from
his perch as some Kentucky rifleman
would mark him for his own. Four de-
termined assaults were made on our po-
sition. The courage of the trained and
veteran soldiers excited our admiration.
The fourth assault they swept in double
line of battle up that mountain side,
and such was the impetuous ardor of
their charge that our men did not have
time to reload, and threw aside their
guile, hurled • rocks and stones and
loosened great boulders, which rolled
down and made great gaps in their
ranks. It was in vain ; our line could
not be dislodged from its position, and
the enemy retreated and came no more.
One company in front of our regiment
eame through our line and surrendered.
Each had on his breast a star, the em-
blem of Hooker's corps.
Our casualties were not great. Lient
Ed. Hyeronimon4, of our company,
"A" Elliotta, of Second Kentucky, in
the last charge, was standing up wav-
ing his sword mid cheering the men,
when a bullet smashed his ribs and tore
through his lungs, making what seemed
a mortal wound. After the fray he Was
carried feet foremost down the mouri-
tsin and I never saw him more, but af-
ter mouths of dreadful suffering he sub-
mitted to heroic surgical treatment, and
from Dr. Yandell's skill he became a
sound man and is now an honored citi-
zeu of the Crescent City. In this fight
the enemy fired detonating bullets.
They would strike the rocks and ex-
plode with the sharp report of a rifle,
and the slintered led pepper the "boys"
like a charge of small shot. Bringhurst
was near to the end of the First Ken-
tucky, as Elliott's whole company was.
A man of that regiment was shot
through the head and rolled over dead.
As we were going down the mountain
that night this man esomed up by the
side of Bringhurst, much to his surprise.
Said Billy: -Lock here, I thought you
were dead?" "I was," said the soldier,
"but Lazurus has risen from the tomb."
About dusk we were retie:lied by Cle-
burne's division of infantry, but the
trouble was over and Sherman defeated
in his movement. As we filed down the
mountain this veteran division opened
to let us pass, many of them with heads
uneovered, and we could hear such re-
marks as these, "Boys, you covered
yourself with glory. We will never
call you 'Buttermilk Rangers' any.
more." Some of Cleburne's men after-
ward told us that in front of our posi-
tion they gathered sixteen hundred
stand of -arms, and that the enemy's
lags se-as over four hundred killed and
wounded.
We fed our horses and ourselves and
about midnight mounted and hurried
to "Snake Creek Gap," twelve miles
distant, for Sherman was again pushing
to the left. All night we rode, and jest
as morning came we debauched into the
plain fronting the "Gap." The mist
and fog were heavy, but as the rising
sun dispel! A the gloom, we cohld see
his g biting rays reflected back from the
burnished bayonets of Federal blue,
who had already passed the "Gap" and
were massed in front. We were in a
dilemma, which was soon solved, for
the infantry opened fire and calvalry
charged us. It IA useless to say that a
sudden leaving possessed us. In haste
the briode fell back to the woods, then
formed a line and checked the advanc-
ing foe.
The federal cavalry pushed us hard,
and Major J. Q. Chenoweth, of the First
Kentucky, was ordered to take a hun-
dred picked men, chosen from each reg-
iment, and drive them back. This he
did, charged them and drove them poll-
melt otr their infantry supports. In im-
agination I can see the gallant Cheno-
HERE AND ELSEWHERE
WARD'S BAND REORGANIZED.
Good Music Will BeneardNezt Winter
In Hopkinsville.
not Ward has reorganized his band.
New music has been ordered and the
memle re will begin practicieg at once.
All the members of the band are ex-
perienced musicians. To- night they
play at Guthrie for the leap year dance
wide': will tage place then..
The band is made up as follows:






C. Banks, Slide Trombone.
Wm. G..rard, Tenor.
H. Asfford, Drum.
H. Wes Snare drum.
TH2 NEW PASTOR ARRIVES.
Mn, H D. smith. Who Will Succeed Mr
Mitchell. Came to Town To-Day.
The new pastor of the Christian
church, Mr. H. D. Smith, arrived in the
city Wed'. morning from Kansas City,
Mo.
His farnily-wife and child-will re-
main is Kansas City on a visit until
Oct. 1st. his e, gagement with the
church begins with this month and he
will preach his first sermon next Sun-
day.
Mr. Smith Comes highly recommended
as a preacher and paston, and the cone
umuity is to be congratulated On PO
valuable an aerinisition to its able corpse
of preaehers. We bespeak for him is
please:it and successful ministry among
us. Mr. J. W. Mitchell, the former
pastor of the church, will make a visit
to his father's family in Owen county,
before entering on a new field. He
leaves a host of friends in Hopkinsville,
whose love and best wishes go with him.
THE MONTHLY REPORT.
Demands Good for Finer
E2rands of the Weed.
CONDITION OF CROP.
The Damages Done by Tobacco Worms Has
Not Been Overestimated.
Carefully prepared reports for the
month of August, received by D
Smithson, Inspector for the Hopkins-
ville Tobacco Board, from the different
counties composing the Hopkinsville to-
bacco-growing district, are of a dis-
couraging nature, and show that the
damages no to the crop by the worms
have not been overestimated.
The demand continues good for all
the finer bran& of the weed, and the
French and Bremen styles are still
mall sought after. Yet the depressed
state of the crop is felt in all brandies
of the business. The prospects for a
splendid crop that were felt thirty days
ago have vanished, yet there are some
localities in which the worms have net
dime any damage.
In this county the crop has revived
less iejury than in ally adjoiniug
it.
The monthly report of Inspector
Smitheon shows the receipts for August
to be 1,450 hhds., as against 1,285 hints.
for the same time last year. Receipts
for the year, 18,605 Mahe, as against
13,385 hhds. last year. Sales for the
past month 1,877 Melee as against 1,73o
hhile last year. Sales for the year 14,-
162 blids., as against 12,458 hhds. last
year. Shipments for the past mouth 2,-
2.52 Weis., as against 2,241 last year.
Shipments for the year II .866 hhds., as
against 10,416 blots, last year. Stock
on sale, 3,937 hhds., as against 907 hhds.
last year. Stock sold, 2,030 hhds., as
against 1,996 Wads. last year. Stock on
band 6,073 hhds., as against 2,903 idols,
last y oltr.
ROOF GARDEN ENTERTAINMENT.
A Jolly Party Enjoy Several Hours on
Top of Crescent Mill.
The only "roof garden" entertain-
ment that has taken place in Hopkins-
ville was quietly enjoyed last night by
several couples of young people. The
hosts et the ph:meats occasion were
Messrs. Charles Cooper and Frank Yost.
Delicious refreshments were served.
Music was a feature of the evening. The
entertainment WWI held on the Cres-
cent Mills building, which is six stories
high. The roof was brilliantly lighted.
Those present were :
Misses-
Nell Bottomlev Bessie Harris
Louisville,
Madge Bottotuley Letitia Fairleigh,
Louisville, J inutile Ellis,
Lula Richards, Lute Compbell,
Messrs-
Greens Champlin, Fletcher Campbell,
Louis Elgin, Rich Perry,
W. Wakefield, Chas. Cooper,
Frank Yost.
Mesdames-
T. E. Barber, F. J. Brownell.
Think It Over.
Have you ever heard of a medicine
with such a record of cures as Hood's
Sarsaparilla? Don't you know that
Hood's Sarsaparilla, the One True
Blood Purifier, has proved, over and
over again, that it has power to cure
even after all other remedies fail? If
you have impure blood you may take
Hood's Sarsaparilla with the utnioat
confidence that it will do you good.
Hood's Pills assist digestion. Oti
Short Paragraphs of More
or Less Local Interest.
boring Towns.
Neigh'
It was decided this week to hold the
Montgomery County Fair in Clarksville
on Oct. 14, 15, 16 and 17.
iso•
Mr. Sherely Clore, of Henderson, who
is well-known in this city, will be mar-
ried next month to Wes Lena Archer,
of Danville, Ky.
..•
At Greensburg on Tuesday, Septem-
ber 23, there will be a reunion of Mexi-
can war veterans. Every exeoldier of
the trilled States army in the war with
Mexico is respectfully requested to be
present.
It is not impnthable* that ex-Gov.
Robt. L. Taylor, of Tennessee, will be
one of the speakers; at the Pembroke
barbecue on the 23d Met.
Lee 0. Brunsfield, who has been teach-
ing school in Alabama, has returned to
this city to live. He has purchased the
Hopkinsville Banner.
Night services at the Baptist, church
which were discontinued for tile sum-
mer will be resumed next Sunday night.
as,,•
The Misses Mercer entertained a few
friends at Melrose Wesley night.
eios
The public is invited to attend the
grade meetings which it ill be held in
the Superintendent's office at 3 o'clock
next Saturday afternoon.
The following Hopkintiville citizens
have gone to Indianapolis to attend the
gold-bug convention: Moses Ell', Dr.
Richard Gaines, E. M. Flack. They
went by way of Louisville.
Rev. A. C. 13'ddle, who has; been liv-
ing in the country for over a year, will
return to this city to reside.
•••
Mr. P. Frank Davis, owner of the
well-known "Davis Coal Bank," died
Monday from paralysis. He Was
ahout fifty years old and leaves a wife
and several children. The burial took
take placeTu,sday afternoon atEmpire.
Dr. Burton NV. Stone will mak( his
future in Nashville, Tenn.
He has associated himself with Dr. S.
S. Crockett, a member of the faculty of
the Vanderbilt Medical College, and
they will con-' net a private sanitarium.
They will occupy the commodious and
well appointed building, located in the
suburbs of the city, formerly used ly
the late Dr. Callauder as a hospital.
Nervous diseases of all kinds, with
insanity as a specialty,will be treated at
the new institution. Dr. Stone is splen-
didly qualified for work of this kind.
having made a study of this chara,ter
of disease for over twenty years. That
he and his associate will make the seise
tarium a great success and accomplish
good is not to be doubted.
Coneeniing the Wilson-Fourquean
wedding, the details of which were pub-
lished in yesterday's New ERA, the
Chronicle says: mpediately after the
ceremony the Tarty were driven to the
home of the groom, where a nice recep-
tion was tendered them. Mr. Wilson is
one of the substantial young planters of
the Graeey neighborhood, and his bride
is a member of one of the best families
of that section of Kentucky. They have
many friends who wish them much hap-
piness in life.
414,•
A well-known citizen of Elkton is in
receipt of a letter from Mr. Ben Gar-
nett, of Pembroke, that has business in
it. Mr. Garnett is a well known tobac-
co man of Christian county, and offers
to locate a tobacco stetnmery it Elkton
if he can obtain the right kind of en-
couragement. Mr. Garnett thinks our
city a splendid opening for steal an en-
terprise, and offers to prove his faith by
his works. Ile agree to take $8,000
worth Of stock in the factory if Elkton
will meet him with an equal amount.
The idea is to make it a stock company,
get a number of our local magnates and
capitalists intereeted and, in that way,
insure success to start with.- Elkton
Progress.
sia•
News was received in the city to-day
of the death of Dr. H. K. Pasey,foruser-
ly superintendent of the Lakeland Asy-
lum who passed away yeeterday atleran-
(Limburg. lie had been in feeble health
for sometime. He Was one of the best
known and most prominent physicians
in the State.aud the medical profession
sustains a serious loss by his death.
Dr. Pusey was the father of Mrs.
Charlie Jarrett, of this city.
%Is
The semi-centennial of the Louisville
Conference, of the Methodist Episcopal
e'hurch, South, will convene in Hop.
kinsville on Wednesday, the 231 inst.
Just fifty years ago the Louisville con-
ference was organized at that place.
There will be but few present at this
conference who were present fifty years
ago, says the Hastier. Rev. L. B.
Davidson, who has charge of a church
in Louisville, was presotit as a young
preacher at that time and intended, if
possible, to attend at Hopkineville, and
he will be there if alive and able to
stand up on his feet.
Squire William Wood died Tueelay
night at his home in the Sinking Fork
vicinity. A carbuncle on the back of
his neck caused the death. He was a
well-known prosperous fanner, fifty-six
years old, and leaves a wife and several
children.
The credit for the capture of Jack
Mason, who shot Rufus We'd, is due
Mr. Tom Baynum. Officer Brame was
not connected with the arrest, as stated
yesterday. West had been to Gracey to
see his wife and was on the wa3,- back to
Tennessee. When he passed through
Kennedy, Tuesday, he was seen and
recognized by Mr. Bayne's', who imme-
diately teleplionod the Gee to Deputy
Sheriff Gohiy in this city. He was au-
thorized by the officer to arose West.
Mr. Golay drove at once to Kennedy
and brought West Lack to this city and
put him in jail.
In Writing.
A written guarantee of excellence






can hold US WHY DIDN'T ItO. E
Quick Bakers, E flaveMy House Built
Superior Cookers, E _BY--
Ask for the Peninsular brand arid
cu. g OLD BY 0E0. YOUNG. tMMMáL
be determined to get it.
Free Silver Papers.
We will fureals you the following
rutpers.in connection with the WEEKLY
New ERA for one year at following
prices, viz:
Cincinnati Weekly Inquirer and
WEEILLY /cm ERA, $1.25.
St. Louis Republic IseIni-weekly) a11.1
WEEKLY NEW ER•, $1.75. •
Ciucinnati Weekly Enquirer, St.
Louis Republic (semi-weekly) and
WEEKLY NEW ERA, fall three/ ,2•00.
DO YOU */4
USE
W. and W. C.
BINN'S
OUR?
It is elegant and gives entire
satisfaction w h (-never uses i
You ought to give it a trial.
W. and W. C. Binn, Pee Dee, Ky,
To Lease for a Term of
Years.
The tine farm known as the Field's
farm to lease for a term of years. Sit-
uated about 6 miles South of Hopkins-
ville, Ky., adjoining the farm of R. F.
Reeves on the West. Said farm con-
tains about 415 acres, 3e0 acres open
land. Building good and comfortable.
The farm ie uadoubtedly one of the very
best in Christian county and in a high
state of cultivation, having in the past
been well taken care of.
For further information apply to
me at my office in rear of T. M. Jones'
dry goods store, Hopkinsville, Kr.
Aug 25d1tw3t H. C. GANT.
WE OFFER
All of our Gents Tan Shoes
and Ladies Tan Shoes and
Oxfords
AT COST.
If you want a pretty shoe, a
wearer, one to fit, the latest
toe, all sizes, any width last,
and if you want to save El
to 81.50 a pair on them,
This is Your Opportunity!
RICHARDS& COMPANY,
TO
I have divided the immense stock of COX
BOULWARE into FOUR Big Lots and will doss
them out at once, regardless of cost!
•
-They Must Go Quick
Lot 1.
?dens' and Boys' Suits in
slicks and and frocks, sizes
15 to 19 years. Mena 34 to
44 Strictly a,1 wool goods




/dens' and Boys' Suits in
sacks and frocks. Sizes: Boys
! 15 to 19, Meng 34 to 44
Pure wool goods in all tex-
tures and colors. $7 50, 8 50
9 00 and 10 00 suits for
-$500.
Lot 3
You will not find better
goods at double the money
anywhere on earth. $10 00
12 00, 13 50, 14 00 and
15 00 suits for
$7 50.
Lot 4.
Choice of the hones. No
such goods ever brought to
your town. ever:tbody 03.0.
cedes this to he a feet.
$15 00, 16 50, 17 50, lb 116
and 20 00 suits for
109 00.
--CHILDRENS' SCHOOL SUITS.
Lot 1. Lot 2.
All ages, from 4 to 14
years. All wool goods that
will wear like iron.
$2 00, 1 50 and 1 25
Suite for
$1 00.
All ages from 4 to 15
year!. Pure wool and made
specially for school boys' ,
rough weer.




You must see this line
fully appreciate it
Elegant all wool suits
ages, 4 to 15 years.




to Pick and choice of the
entire stock of fine suits.
ID 1.11 ages and all osiers.
$5 00, 5 50, 6 00. €50, "O(
and 7 50 suite for
$2 50.
Schools days are here. So get the boys ready
now while you can save fully 75 per cent. Sale be.
gins Saturday, August 29th.




Hats Are Now on
Sale at







and it's a guarantee you
Powerful Heaters.











I Am So Happy!I
Have My House Built
I DID i
-BY -
DEG & RICHARDS, a
Ji0







REV. DR. TALMAGE DEPRECATES ACRI-
MONIOUS DISCUSSION.
"A Son Tongue Breaketh the Hone? -An
Eloquent A peal For Goo.1 Temper and
Courteous Conduct Power of Kindness.
Tb• True Christian Spirit.
WaSHEITOTON, Aug. 30.- In them
days, wheu smite and retort and bitter-
nese the air, the gospel carol of this
wrmon well do good wall who read and
practice it. The teat is Preererhe xxv,
13, "A eeft tongue breaketh the bone."
When Solomon said this, he drove a
weole volume into one phrase. you, of
cotirse, will net be so silly me tee. take
the words of the text in a literal aonse.
They &imply mean to set forth the fact
that there is a tremendous power in a
kind word. Although it may seem to be
very insigaificant, ita foree is indescrib-
able alai illimitable. Pungent and all
conquering utterance, "A soft tongue
breaketh the bone."
If I had time, I would show yen kind-
ness as a means of defense, as a means
of usefulness, kindness as a means of
domestic bansony. kindness as best em-
ployed by governments for the taming
and curing of criminale, and kindness
as that adapted ter the settling and ad-
jeetigg ihternational quarrel; but I
shall call your attention only to two of
these thoughts.
And first I speak to you of kindness
as a means of defense. Almoet every
man, in the course of his life, is set
upon and assaulted. Your motives are
neisinterpreted or your religious or po-
litical principles are bombarded. What
to do under such circumstanees is the
question. Tee first impulse of the natu-
ral heart says: "Strike back. (Ave as
much as be sent. Trip him into the
ditch which he erg for your feet Gash
him with am etenere a wound as that
which hee inflictee on your rebut. Shot
for shot. Sarcaem for !sarcasm. An eye
for an eye. A tooth for a tooth." But
the better epirit in tbe man's soul risme
up and Ray% "You ought to consider
that matter." You look rip into the face
of Christ and say, "My Master, how
ought I to act wader theee difficult cir-
cumstances?*
Bless Them That Curse Von.
And Christ instantly anewers : "Bless
them that curse,you, and pray for them
which despitefully use you." Then the
old nature rises up again and says:
"You had better not forgive him until
frrst you'have chastised him. You will
never get him in en tight a corner again.
Yon will never have such an opportunity
of inflicting the right kind of punish-
ment upon him again. First chestier°
him, and then let him go." "Nn," says
the better nature, "hush, thou foul
heart. Try. the soft tringue that breaketh
the bone." Hare you ever in all your
life known acerbity and acrimonioua
dispute to settle a glared? Did they not
always make matters worse and worse
and worse? About 55 years ago there
was a great quarrel in the Presbyterian
family. Setaisters of ...Christ were
thought orthodcx in proportion as they
had measured lances with other clergy-
men of the sarne deuomirration. The
motet outrageous pereonalities were
abroad. As, in the autumn, a hunter
comes home with a string of game,
partridges and-wild ducks, slung over
his &boulder, so there were many min-
isters who came back from the ecclesi-
astical courts with long strings of dee.-
fore pt. divinity whom they bad shot
with their own rifle. The division be-
came wider, the animosity greater, un-
til after awhile some good men resolved
upon another tack. They began to ex-
plain away the difficultiee, they toegau
to forgive each otlfer's fault& and, lo!
the great church quarrel was settled,
and the new -school Presbytei inn church
and the old school Presbyterian church
became one. The different parts of the
Presbyterian order, welded by a ham-
mer, a little hammer, a Christian bam•
mer thee &wipture calls "a soft
tongue. "
t on have a diepute with your neigh.
bor. You say to him, "I despise your"
He replien "I can't bear the sight of
You." Yon Ray to Inin, -Never enter
tuy house again." lie samte"If
moms on my doorsill. kick you tiff,"
You say to him. "1'11 put you down."
He 'aye to you t "You aro mistaken.
I'd put you down." And so the contest
rages. aneryear after year you apt the
an-Christian pert and he acts the an•
Christian part. After awhile tbe better
spkit seises yeu, and' oue day you go
over to the neighbor and say, "Give me
your hand. We heve foueht long
meager. Time ie so short mid eternity
is no near teat we cannoa afford any
Mager to quarrel. I feel you have
wronged me very much, tut let us settle
all now in one great handshaking, gel
be good friends for all the refit Of DET
break. " You have risen to abigher plat-
form than that on which before you
stood. You win his admiration and
you get his apology. But if yon have
not conquered him in that way, at any
rate you have won the applause of yonr
own conscience. the high estimation of
good men, and the honor of your Lord
who died for his armed enemies.
Peace and Patience.
..-•
"Dot," you say, "what are we to
do when &Landers aesault us, and there
come atvimonious trayings all around
about *legend we are abused and spit
upon?" My reply is: Do not go and at-
tempt to chase down tbe slanders. Lies
are prolific, and while you are killing
one, fifty are born. All your demonstra-
none of indignation only nahaust your-
self. You might WI Well otglaime sum-
mer night, when the aWarIlls of insects
ate veining up from the meadows aud
detturbing yeu and disturbing your
family, bring up some great "swamp
angel," like that which thundered over
Charleston, and try to shoot them down.
The game is too small foh the gun. But
what, then, are you to do with the abuses
that come up& you in life? You are
to live them down_ I sash a farmer go
out to get back a swarm of bees that
had wandered off from the hive. As he
moved amid them they buzzed around
his-head and buzzed around his hands
one teamed around' hiaefeet If he had
killed erne of them they woald have
stung him to death. But heemoved in
their.enidst in perfect placidity until he
hadhcaptured the ̀ swarm of wandering
bees.
And so I have wan men moving amid
the annoyancee, and- the vexations, and
the &amanita of life in such calm, Chrie-
tian deiiberation that ell the buzzing
areujed aboul their soul amounted to
nothing. TIFey conquered. them, and
serve ,s11 they conquered _themselves.
"Die" you saj, "that's a very geod the-
to preach onhi hot day, but it won't
work." It will work. 'Chas worked. I
oma-ve 14 is toe lam ouristian grace we
win. You.know there.arte fruits which
we gather in June, and otlers-in July,
and others in Augteet, and. others in
tieptgmber, and-still ethers in October,
and I havei to admit that thin grace of
Chriietian forgivenese is about the late
fruit of -the Christian lieut. We hear a
great cteal about the hitter _teatime, and
the sarcastic tongue, and the quick
tougue, andhthe iti twinge-mm:1e.; but we
know very little about "thee soft tongue
that breaketh the Gene. " We read
Hudibram and Sterne, aud Dean Swift,
and tee other apostles of acrimony, but
*se flute time to stuelying tbe example
• tehm who warreviled and yet reviled
not agaih. "Oh, that the Lord, by his
spirit, would endow us all with "the
scvftetongne that breaketh the bege."
I pass now et% tbe other thought that
I desire/to preeent, and that is kindness
as a means of weft:anew!. In all com-
munities you find skeptical men.
Thi-eugh earle education, or through tee
maltreatment elf profereeed Christian pee
ple, orgthremietreprying curimity about
the intim. world, there ere a great many
people who become skeptical in religious
things.. ,How shale you capture them for
Gee Sharp argnment andeearcastic re-
liort.neve4 won a tinkle soul from skep-
ticism to the Christian religion. While
powerful bookie on the eviderces of
Chrignauity have their mission in oon-
erming Christian people in the faith
they hayealready adopted, I have no-
ticed that weezi skeptical people are
brought into the kingdom of Christ, it
ia through thee °harm of some genial
soul, and not by argument at all.
Men are not saved through the head;
they are saved through the heart. A
storm temell out of its hiding place. It
- • e "Now we'll jam rouse up all this
-he ' and it makes a great bluster, but
it does not soceeed. Part of the sea is
roused up-perhaps che•half of it -or
one-fourth of it. After awhile the
cairn moon, placid and beautiful, cooks
down, and the ocean begins to rem. It
comae. up to high MOUT mark It
' t
It Is e heart throb of one worm against
the throb of another world. And I
have to tell you that while all your
storme of ridicule and storms ef sar-
mem May rouee up the plosion' th an
ininertal nature, nothing lees tban tho
attractive power of Christian kiedness
can eier raise the deathlese sphit to
happiluess and to God. I have more faith
in the prayer of a child 5 years old in
the nay of bringing an iuffilel back to
Christ and to heaven thew I haee in all
the hissing thunderbolts of eceleaisatical
controversy. You cannot overcome men
with religious argumentation. . If you
conic ut a skeptical man with an argu-
ment. on behalf of the Christian reli-
gion, you put tho man on his mettle. He
says: "I see that man has a carbine.
I'll use my carbine. I'll answer his ak-
trument with me argument." , But if
you Pointe to that man perenadieg him
that eon desire his happiness en earth
and his eternal welfare in the world to
come, he cannot answer it.
Power of Kindness.
What I have said is just aa trne in
the reclamation of the openly vicious.
Did eou ever know a drunkard 'to be
savea through the caricature of a drunk-
ardh Your mimicry of the staggering
stop and the thick tongue, and the dis-,'i
gust ug hiccough only worse Maddens
his brain. Bat if you come to him in
kindness and synapathh; if yeti show
him IMO you appreciate the aWful grip
of a depraved appetite; if you persuade
him lotk the fact that thousands Who had
clut hed in their soul we firmly as they
the trappling hooks ef evil inclination
now are in. his have been rescued, then
a sf light will flash acmes his vi-
sion.and it will seem as if a supernatu-
ral hand were steadying his staggering
gait. A good many years ago there lay
in tke streets of Richmond, Va., a man
dead drunk, his face expoeed to the blis-
tering noonday sun. A Christian woman
plumed aloag, looked at him, and said,
"Poor fellow." She took her handker-
chief and teemed it over his face and
pleased on. The man roused himself up
from his debauch and began to look at
the handkerchief, and, lot on it was the
name of a highly respectable Christian
woman of the city of Richmond. He
weut to her, he thanked her for her
kind:Mem, and that one little deed saved
him for this life, and saved him for the
life that is to come. He was afterward
attorney general of the United States;
but, higher than all, he became the con-
secrated diseciple of Jesus Chritit. Kind
words are so cheap it is a wonder we
do not use them oftener. There are tens
of thousands of people in these cities.;
who are dying for the lack of one kind
word. There is a business man who has
fought against trouble until he is per-
fectly exhiensted. He has been thinking
abent forgery, about robbery, about sae.
cide. Go to that business man. Tell
him that better times are coming and tell
hint that you youreelf were in a tight
business pass and the Lord delivered
you. Tell him to put his trust in God.
Tell him that Jesus Christ stauds beside
every business man in his perplexities.
Tell him of the sweet promises of God's
corefortiug grace. That man is dying
for the lack of just one kind yard.
Go tiomorrow and utter that one sav-
ing, omnipotent, kind word. Here is a
eoul that hae been swiruped in sin. He
wants to lInd the light of the gospel. He
feels like a shipwrecked mariner look-
ing out over the beach, watching for a
sail against the sky. Oh, bear down on
him. Tell him that the Lord waits to be
gracious to him, that though he has
been a great sinner there is a great
Saviour provided. Tell him tbat though
his tins are as scarlet, they shall -.be ate
snow ; though they are reel like crimson,
Hwy ahall be as wool. That man is dy-
ing forever fess the lack of one kind
word. There used to be sung at a great
meny of the pianos all through the
country a song that hm almost died out.
I wish somebody would start it again in
our wrial circles. There may not have
been very exquisite art in the music,
but there was a grand and glorious sen-
tiaient :
Kind words never die, never die,
Cherished and bloomed_
futility of arettaimem
Oh, that we might in our fatuities and
in our churches try the forret of kind-
noml You can never drive mon women
or children into the kingdom of God.
A Mareli northeaster will being out
Wein houeystickles than fretfulneati aud
scolding' will ever bring out Chrietian
grace. I wish that in all our religious
work we might be saturated wkh the
spirit of kindness. Missing Abet, we
mime a great deal of useful:nut There
ta no need of coining out lefore men and
thundering to them the law unless at
the same time you preach to them the
gospel. The world is dying tor lack of
kindness.
inese young peopte want it just as
much as the old. The old people some-
times seem to think they have a monop-
oly of the rheuniatisme, and the neural-
gime and the headaches. and the phys-
ical disorders of the world, but I tell
you there are no wcrse heartaches than
are felt by some of these young people.
Do you know that mach of the work is
done by the young? Raphael died at 37,
Richelieu at 31, Gustavus Adolphus
died at 38, Innocent III came to his
mightient influence at 87. Cortes con-
quered Mexico at 30, Don John won
Lepanto at 25, Grotiva was attorney
general at 24, and I have noticed amid
sal clasees of men that eome of the se-
verest battles and the toughest work
come afore 30. Therefore we must
have our sermons and our exhortations
in prayer meeting all sympathetic with
the young. And so with these people
farther on in life. What do theme doc-
tors and lawyers and merchants and
mechanics care about the abstractions of
religion? What they want ie help to
bear the whimsicalities of patients, the
browbeating of legal opponents, the un-
fairness of cuetomers, who have plenty
of fault finding for every imperfection of
handiwork, but no praise for 20 excel-
lences. What does that brain racked,
band blistered man care for Zwingli's
"Doctrine of Original Sin" or Augus-
tine's "Anthropology?" You might as
well go to a man who has the pleurisy
and put on his side a plaster made out
of Dr. Parr's "Treatise on Medical Ju-
risprudence."
In all our sermons there must be help
for every one somewhere. You go into
tin apothecary store. We see ot hers being
Waited op. We do not complain because
We do not inonediately get the medi-
eine. We know our turn will come after
ewhile. And so while all parts of a
lermon may not be apprepriate to our
caw, if we wait prayerfully, before the
nermon is through we shell have the
divine prescription. I say to these young
men who are going to preaeh the gospel,
these theological students-I may to
them: We want in our wangle; not more
euetaphysice, nor more imagination, nor
more logic, nor more profundity. What
we want in our pennons and Christian
exhortations is more sympathy. When
rather Taylor preached iet the Sailors'
Bethel at Boston, the jack tars felt they
had help for their duties among the rat•
lines and the forecastles. Wheja Richard
Weaver peached to the operatives in
Oldham, Englund, all the workingrdeu
felt they had more grace for the spin-
dim. Wheel Dr. South preached to kings
and princes and princesses, all the
mighty men and women who beard him
felt preparation for their high station.
Do you not know that this simple
story of a Saviour's kindness is to re-
deem all natiens? The hard heart of
this world's obduracy is to be broken
before that story. There is in Antwerp,
Belgium, one of the most remarkable
pictures rever saw. It is eThe Descent
of Christ From the Cruet 'e It is one of
Itabenie picturee. No men, can stand
and hook at that "Descent Frem the
Cross" us Rubena pictured it without
having his eyes flooded with tears, if he
have any eenterbility at an. It is an
(overmastering picture-ooe that stuns
you and staggers you and haunt/ your
dreams. One afternoon a mien stood in
that cathedral looking at kuben's "De-
scent From the Cross." He waa all ab-
sorbed in that scene of a Saviour's eta-
eringe when tbe janitor earne in and
said: "It is time to chew up the cathe-
dral for the night. I wed' you would
depart." The pilgrim looking at that
"Deocent From the Cross" turned
around to the janitor and mid: "No,
no, not yet. Wait until they get him
down. " Oh, it is the dory of a Saviour's
suffering kindness that is to capture the
world When the bones of that great
behemoth of iniquity which has tram-
pled all nations shall be broken and
shattered, it will be found out that the
work was not done by the hammer of
4onthe i oclaet, or by the eiword of the
ro eror, or by the torch of penmen-
tions het by the plain. simple, over-
whelining force of "the soft tongue that
breaketh the bone."
bracer the peat headlands. It •Il Need Moro Stadiums.




our nearest, our worati amen our nenavior.
The chief characteristic of our Lord was
kiudness. A gentleman in Englaed
died, leaving his fortune. by will to two
sons. The sou that stayed at home de-
stroyed the father's will ewe pretended
that the brother who was absent was
deace and buried. The. absent brother,
aftet awhile, returned rind claimed his
part of the property. Judges and jurors
were to be bribed to say that the re- i
turned brother and son was no son at
all, but only an impostor. The trial
came on. Sir Matthew Hale, the. pride
af the English courtroom and for 20
ream the pride of jurisprudence, heard
that that injustiee was shad to be int;
ticed. Ile pat off his official robe. He
put on the garb of a miller. lie went to
the village where that trial was to take
place. He enteree the courtroom. He
somehow got impaneled as one of the
jurors. The bribes came around, aud the
mien gave ten pieces of gold to the other
jurore, but as this was only a poor
miller the briber gave to hini only five
pieces of gold. A verdict was brought
in rejecting the right of this returned
brother. Hewes to have no share. in the
inheritam-e. "Hold, my lord," said the
miller. "Hold! We are not all agreed on
this verdict. These other men have re-
eeived ten pieces of gold iu bribery and
I have received only five." "Who are
you? Where do you come from?" said
the judge on the bench. The response
was: "I am from Westminster hall; my
name is Matthew Hale, lord chief jus-
tice of thee king's bench. Off of that
place, thou villain!" And so the injus-
tice was balked, and so the young man
got his inheritance.
It was all for another that Sir Mat-
the..w Hale took off his robe and put on
the garb of a miller. And so Christ took
off his robe of royalty and put on the
attire of our humanity, and in that dis-
guise he won our eternal portion. Now
we are the sons of God. Joint heirs!
We went off from home sure enough,
but we got back in time to receive our
eternal inheritance. And if Christ was
so kind to us, surely we can afford to























































times strikes a man
at the most inoppor-
tune moment is due
to indigestion. It
may come in the
meld of a dinner
and make the feast
• mockery. It is a
reminder that he
may not eat what
he chooses, nor
when he chooses,
He is a slave to the
weakness of his
he doesn't even
he eats is going
not. The things that
are often the worst
the simplest food is
misery and sleepless-
was very slight-
to cure. He ate
and it stuck some
system. He ate more
Part of his diges-
-that is constipa
common that inoti
in America an! troub-
so serious that nine.





see that. The corn.
senee. will tell
stops, nutrition
body ie thrown eue
is to remove





are very gentle it
simply assist nature
wrench to the system
nor griping, nor dis
'sample of from 4 to;
World's Dime:m..4r]
No 665 Main Street
to sell . you some
transfer you
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L. & N. Time
sorra.
The following time
all pamenger trains arrive
No, 53, St. Louis expres
No. 55, accommodation..
No. 98, Chieago exprese
No, 51, St. Louis mail 
NORTH.
No. 52, St. Louie mail...
No. 54, St. Louie expreme
No. 56, acrommodation
No. 92, Chicago express
No, 5.9 makes connections
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and we cause, me patent all
remote from Washington.
Send model. drawing or
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WILL CURE....Jar, alluding, cough'
II EA DAt'll lon-











and Ilcalthful old to
BEADACHIll Soder-
era Brines glop to the Sleepiest. Cores Insomnia
N.rf01111 Prostration. lw Mole with ItrotttalfT14
11•14411./1111. Tate mily 07718H11•7,etil. Prtio. 60c.
at all +rucat•ta, or mailed fr. e Al I:NTS 1% AN I 
Eli.
CUSHMAN'S MENTHOL BALM Pr"d""zwonder-
fu: elm of Balt Rheum. Old Sores, eute,Wounde,
Burn., Frosaltes. Eseeta all other rine-diet for
PILkal. e, 26o. at lir.idrIsta Itiok con Me, 'tin!
fro. Addreo. Cushm. n Drug Co.. Vin-
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O. C. eiTTNER C.O., TOLEDO,
Via. Ohio Valley Ry.
In mtinection with the C. 0. & S. W.-
and 111itiobeCeletral, to Loubeville, Cilt.
climate Memphis, N vw urivot 111 It1111
points beyntItt.
Hopkimivillo A :20 a. m. 2 :63 p.m.
A r, Named% 12 :00 mein A :50 p. in,
Ar. 11;40 p. III. 7 :10 a.m.
Ar. New Orleans 7:40 it. in. 7:30 pen.
Ar. Louisville) 11:10 p.
Ar. Cincinnati 11:40 a. in
Cloae connections made at Prineetoe
with through solid vestienhe truing, car-
rying Pullman Buffet sleepers, and
free reclining chair cane
B. F. Mitchell, E. M. Sherwood,
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sick headache, rn .
constipation aril k:i,




Mere In !tooth, Hair VS1111741 Wen. COO
RCM ILD11 CO.. BO/ TeR111•110
'blooms. Ill., tor proms of curia cispl
.1. isroseAMMII. Mond cave eared In 1
o 13.1 doya. 1100-pisige book free. •
0. V. Ily. Tinie Table.
Corrected May 31, 1896.
SOUTH BOUND
No. 1 daily; No. 3 daily.
Lv. Evaneville 6:15a. m; 4 :20 p. m.
Lv. Henderson 7 :02 " 6 :08
Lv. Corydon 7:23 " 6 :: I "
Lv. Morgantleld 7:55 " S. 13 "
Lv. DeKoven 8:27 " 0:47 "
Lv. Marion 9:21 " 7.85 "
Lv. Princeton 10:21 " 1.5.40 "
Arv. Llopkinsville 11:30 noon 9 :et) p. m.
',NORTH BOUND.
No. 2 daily No. 4 daily.
Lv. Hopkinaville 6:2,0 a. m. 2:63 p. m.
arrive 4 :4X)
Princeton 6:37 " , leave 4:45
LT. Marion 7 :81 " 5:41 "a
Ly. DeKoven 8:27 " 6 :e7 h
Lv. Morganfield 9:02," 7:12 •
lev. Corydon 9 :30 " 7 :41
Lv. Henderson 9:52 " 8 :07
Arv. Evansville 10 :40;" 8:55
UNIONTOWN BRANCH.
NORTH BOUND.
Ly. Morganfield 9:10 a. m. 7:15 p. m.
Art,. Uniontown 9:35 a. m. 7:40 p. m.
SOUTH BOUND.
L.v. Uniontown 7 :25 a. m. 5 :25 p.
Ares. Morganfield 7:50 a. m. 5:50 p. m.
LOCAL FREIOHT TRAINS.
Lv. Princeton 7:15 a. m. daily.
Are. Hopkinerville 10:20 a. m. daily,
Lv. Elopkinsville 5:00 p. m.
Are. Prineeton 7:16 p. m. daily.






Five Sees Cracked at litieway Li Hung
Chang Arrives Late News.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Frankfort, Ky., Aug. 28.-Shortly be-
fore noon to-day Judge Hazelrigg, of
the Court of Appeals, rendered a de-
cision which straightens out the Louis-
ville municipal war.
He reinetates the injunction from
Judge Toney's eourt. and the Board or
Public Safety and their friends are jubi-
lunt over the. vietory. By this decision
the action of the Board or Aldermen in
impeaching the Board of Safety is ruade
null and void.
All day yesterday the police force
guarded the office of the Democratic
Board, which refused to be diepossessed
and declined to obey orders from the
new Chief of Police or the new Board
of Public Safety.
Attorneys for both sides at the sanw
time were in Frankfort, and argued be-
fore Judge Hazelrigg the question of
whether or not the restrained order
against the Board of Aldermen should
be reinstated.
At the conclusion of the argument
indigo Hazelrigg took the case. under
advisement. This morning he gave his
decision as reported above.
I am 87 years old and have need about
all of the. cough and limit remote* that
have been sold during my life; anti for
the benefit of the suffering, I will say
that I have never 11$111 any remedy
equal to Dr. Beles Pine-Tar- Honey. It
gives quick and pernianent relief in
grippe, as well its other coughs. We
keep it in our heuse all the time and
would not be without it.
Mits. M. A. METCALFE,
1004 South Fourth street, Paducah, Kr.
-For sale by It. C. Hardwick
_ _
School Beg ins Next Week.
The public schools wild open doors for
the ensuing session next Monday. lt
should be remembered that by the coru-
pulsory school law every parent, guar-
dian or other person having control of a
child tetween the ages of seven and
fourteen years must send the same to a
pnblie or private slime at least eight
consecutive weeks, unless the child is
taught at home the same studies. If e
person fails to send the child, unlees
under the foregoing condition, he shall
be fined from $5 to $20 for the first of-
fense, axd from $10 to see() for the. subse-
quent offense. Sickness, poverty, ini-
mornlity and mental incapacity are the
excuses that may be offered.
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic
cures chills perniunently. A sure appe-
tizer. A perfect blood purifier. A com-
plete etrengthener. Dr. Bell's Pepper-
mint Chill Tonic will give color to the
faee and ekaegee that mellow eomplexion
to a healthful, roey line. It corteges
dieorders of the etormich and aids direte
t ion. Omer(  nervotue &prevent'
and low spirits It will reetore exhoust-
ed and :aiming mothene to full strength
and emeatry anti makes children fat um
pigs. Gunrantessi.
-For altle. by R 0 Ilit rel w irk .
a
The Local Market.
The Hopkinsville Wheel) rei lort of 51
11. Cleat( and Bite, for the week egieltieg
Saturday is as follows:
Receipts Pince last report, 2110 ;
receipts to elute, 17,0es bled*. ; receipt*
sale. time last year, 11,5h2 sales
since laet report 5e5 libels.; sales to elute
14,13h Mids. ; snles same time luet year,
12,450 Mids. The average quality was
higher this week than for some weeks
past, though there were only a few
lingsheads that classed above good me.-
dium leaf. The proportion of lugs was
smaller than usual, the (offerings eon-
dieting laggely of common leaf with a
fair proportion of low mmlinin. Our
market VMS very active and rather
stronger on all desirable kinds of teethe
leaf and logs. Farmers are steadilv
housing the crop, and we think that the
end of the week will find two-thirds o
it in the barns. Quotations: Common
logs, $1.00e, 2.00; medium lugs, 2.1e..
3.00; good lugs, 3.25... 4.00; common
leaf, $8.50e. 6.50; medium leaf, $7.00e
0.00: good leaf, $9.50de 11.00; fine leaf,
$11.eme 13 00. The offerings we.e 7es
elide., and rejections '203 hlids.
To make the complexion good and the
I reath sweet, use Dr. Bell's Peppermint
Chill Tonic. It purifies the blood, rids
yore of malaria and is an upbuilding
tonic, aiding digestion. Pleasant taste.
and pleasato 50c. Guaranteed
loy all dealer-.
-For !ere,. by R C Hardwick.
CAPTURED ALL THE PRIZES.
Two Hopkthaville Young Men Were
Victors at Madisonville.
Messrs. George Phelps and Nick
Thomas have been kept busy re-
reeving congratulations. Last Friday
afternoon at Madisonville they won
every prize offered in the bicycle con-
tests. They had to go up against sever-
al crack riders and the winning of the
races were feats to be proud of.
The find race was eine mile open. The
first prize was a gold watch, and the
second a pair of gold cuff buttons. Mr.
Phelpti kept the lead all the way around
the circuit and Mr. Thomas c one in a
close second.
The second race was the "champion-
ship contest." It was two milea open,
the prima being a suit of clothes and a
pair of shoes. The Hopkinsville riders
won in a pretty finish.
Theme raves were the features of the
fair. In each there were seven starters,
among them being teemed fast riders
from Evansville and Henderson.
Worth Its Weight In
liold-Sutherland's Eagle
Eye Solve.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
A WAVE OF RIGHTEOUSNESS.
[seecter. eo NEW ERA.
Paducah, Ky., Aug. 28.-A crusade.
was begun yeste.rday against the inhab-
itants of the red light district and of
other places of doubtful reputation. A
arge number were held over to the
grand jury and the constables are now
busy tiumnioning a host of witnessea,
including a great many of the best
known young ruenaboth married and
single, in the city, to appear against the
parties. Some sensational developments
are expected when the cases are brought
to trial.
CASTORIA
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Eczema made its appearance on my head in
Its wiwst form, and it continued spreading
until tny faoe was coverer with tioalee and he.
ettine a horrid eight. I hail a fine bead ot hair.
seven years' growth. 11141,1 h•oti onyritiiie et. I
was in despair. The phy,iiciana had tailed
even to relieve me, When One recommended
Sou., my lather mi.•iireil a Nod of
Cu [locus Itt:. sow.. sn.1 in three wook. the
sealer left my fame antl the skin lost its florid
fa ere week" wow rottirely cured Sly
lace ass siniranh and my emnplexion clearer
and finer than it )1/14 eY•61.' been before.
MINS MAItIo.N A. SMITH, Sunbury, Pa.
Regent 111 RA Tag ....  . - Warm baths
with erT11-1 Its Soar, gentle lapplIC41111110
Corte. RA .ointmenti, •nil 411/111•11 l'ETT.
VORA Masai CENT. greatest of humor cures.
!toot thoiortionl world. Pref. C'To t IA. It I
Fo•r t'w it•oorr•r. Dir end II Porta. bare
Al 1. CO*, I 'two • •.tle . etheh.
ag-- Noe to Cen Ike Wont lesessa." walled Bee
1-•-••••••••.••••cm1 • 4•••••-
; - i
!.!... ' t:- ,,-- C. __(1..', i.:. .•...2 :I «‘‘......,
. • ...._..
1 eeeeehe fah!' -- net ll re rever
1 tureene the leete. seihe 
tea
1 ealell emai I d'C'..';. I i.'N'1 of „,
i le,. se i: ;tree., .... ; , s ; . r - f
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or pure cod liver ceel hypo- t
coneeles tI c t 1.1 V
C.- ' • 'it !If 
i41111;•',. :•.1 i :
r .* I : SO Itilit '; '
t.t. 1.... 'I
fere,:e fif s
T.' IF- ..,.., 
r [IA
tia b -̀ .ki 1 .30 •
c tjFIED AS IF BY MAGIC.
victims of Lost bee:hood seeeet tenet at
.1-1c.! 
er•...) fur 11 1)0,11:
t b:.t. espial:1s liy,--1.
-ses.
11-, 1., , ,....ly, Wit:Al i,
N4'L'44'. ''... ,i.e.C.N.f.‘:),(1t," a h•Ini ‘4.'::11.1...rPt 't.:
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-',...... 'fit"ilt.nttre- riolih,brIce.--
relomnent ai,a one arc it,ireirtort to ever,
poriiiiii of Stir) ho.ly. Stlit. veth 'smile,
1....eue,(sealeillires.: to rine man on eettlitate.ia
ELIEMEDICAL co.,EilFrALO,N.Y.
: They Shook Hands and
Watched the Parade.
esehe. eh( h
Veit can Core. `c„;
Vow bahy of FR
( Tritibles arising frem Teeth- •,
p In7 Disordercd5tericich or Lowciireuialzs quickly, by giving
OWE:iS PR MIXTURE.
eet:ee Canuine. Su:J by all Dollar& V.1
.
25:. and 50c. b5W.es.
F W FLOYD et. CO., .











(Formerly vsith Forete ar Bro.)
Will make est imatee on n11 kinds of
plastering and eenient work,.
wora u -ra teed,
and prices reaeonne de. Repair work
a epeciulty and w receive prompt
attennon.






DISEASES OF INORIEN A SPECIALITY.A.





Office in HopperBlesk, a; stairs, over
Planters Bank.
HoPKINSVILLE, • - KENTUCKY
JOHN FELAND,
Attorneu - at - Lawi
Offlets licrper Block, i,iym:IPlanterief Berk
rs S. MeriCatllet
1:PM.:M11 11M ,F3117-101
mem- ease Itrienet 'a u tit roer Mack
E. C. ANDERSON
Pllysiciall&Suilcoa,
thifitver Planters P.: eilt. Office
hours m 9 to 11 a. in , to 4 p. m
TA ZLER'S j.5„
BUICK EYE LI Skl
OINTMENT
Clit)ES NOTHING BLIT PL__,tES
A SURF. and cr.t:TP.1 pi CURE e
enomn for Ili 5ci,--.raar ten e
Hr-ST eer
r.'s 1 • 5.
r! Tr' • -
VP
Cushman's rilunthbi Balm 6114.$1
Is the ofeet, most. siel woe reliable 0-4
OM,




BCUTRIINS SuAtLeTERRsHEUM CrrilioAsPPTEFDD FHA? S e4.
Betimes ITCH eiteeeome l'1SCALDS ERYSIPELAS /...0 OLD SORES. hit
quick to Indigo, 1...iii and 1:011iii. 1 nilarotowtion 0.4
1.U,, KO,....1 to eite .411,01 ItOli . 11 Irt.r. r Ira 1.1,4
P111 Illutownt.lo surr to get Cushman'. Menthol
Halm. lisi loot met...pt a t. thing IA.' 11/1 b1.111(1 .1,..t _.
as ,,,...1. 'I li.s nano Is toe Earliest Rik of tout- ,7
mee sea tile boot 011 1111. market. 41
ity„. 1,11i104 got 14 of yoti• Amgen Pend ere 4
for one laix I.y tiool Nolt1 1.y ill leading druggists. 1.4
CUSHMAN DRUG CO. ,,4
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yan Starts on His Tcur-Ten eaeots at
Elizabethtown- Other News.
[sPECIAL TO NEW Ent
New York, Aug. 29.-This merning
Li Hung Chang, Viceroy of China, Am-
batteador to Russia, and world-fame 11: -
diplomat, who yesterday hemline a glee;
of this nation, me t Grover Cleveland,
President of the United States of Amer-
ica.
While Li and Mr. Cleveland were to-
gether, a monster parade, formed in
honor of the royal visitor, pamed Hotel
Wahlorf. It was witneesed from the
balesony by the newly made aequain-
tuneee, who frequently responded to the
(sheers by bows.
The Preeident will rettirn to Gray
Gables tomorrow.
Chilli; are a bad sign Chine pbrtend
the oncoming of serious disease. They
art. an early symptom of malaria. pre-
cede pneumonia, inffitmation of the
bowels, and matey other denote-tam th-
eca:ea. They never be newlisr•totl.
Dr. Beles Peppermint Chill Tonic curse
them It tastes like mint candy. Ah
druggists guanietee it.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
THEY WERN'T JAILED.
[seeciee TO NEW ERA]
Louisville., Ky., Aug. , 29.-Juege
Toney was good to Meteor Todd and 'the
Board of Aldermen this morning.
At ten o'clock, the Mayor and the
Board appenred in Law and Equity
court room te be tried for contempt.
No one was admitted to the eourt mem
except t Mese ho had busin eta there.
It was generally bele-yet that Todd and
the Aldermen would be sent to jail.
Judge. Toney admini.stered a severe re-
primand and rebuke, but refused te
send them to jail.
At this seam!' of the rear the blazieg
sunshine is very trying on the optic.
nee-ves and oftee causee gmenalated lids
or sore eyes. Settee-lames Eagle Eye
Salve is a positive cure. 23 a tube at all
dealers.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
TILLMAN'S CHALLENGE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Atlanta, Ga., Aug. 29.-Tillman has
sett a message to ex-President Harrison
challenging him to a joint debate. at any
Northern point, preferaLly Indianapo-
lis.
Rheumatism Cured In a Day.
. "Mystic Cure" for lillempatism Fine
Neuralgia railictilly curls in I to 8 days.
Its action upou the sysfern is remarkable
and mysterone. It removes at once thy
cause and the diseetse imnieeliately dia
apparel. The fret eleaegreetlo henefas




lepect et. TO NEW ERA]
Lexington, Ky., Aug. ee.-"Dnteli"
il, of Chleago, niel Dick O'Brien, of
Boston, vent light !wham tee Bluegrass
Athlete. Club 04.toloor N. This fight ie
I he reault of the refuted of the Naverte
Athletic Club to inereure the ittnentit eof
the purse otteoet for a go between Neil
and Tom Lausing, bf
het looter A entree Sive.
The Beset Salve in the world f.,r Care
II:relieve, Smelt, Uleers, ferht Premen.
Fever Sore*, Tetter, Clomeed heel Is
Chilblain*, Carom sad e Imp
thins, and po- ively mins reee. or no
pey required. It is gnat-ante' ii to give
rerect e•-f:icion or money r, f
Prife ee moots per box. Tea Sleet by P
0. Hardwtek Hopkineville Kr.
LATEST REPORT.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
New York, Aug. 29.-A .cablerrani
received here to-day rtaites that hun-
dreds of Armenians were killed in Wed-
nesday's riots at Coristatitinople, and
thut the Turkish caeital is in a trate of
anarchy.
Granulatee elle, films. weaknem of
vision or any kiwi ef FOTO yeN are
quickly mired by the uee of euther-
laud's Eagle Eye Salve.
-For sale by R. C. Llerdwick.
FOUR SILVER MEN.
IsPECIAL TO NEW Lite]
Lexington, Ky., Aug. me-Comeries-
man %V. C. Oe-en has stated to friene,
that he has concluded not to be a can-
didate for re-election. Hon. Cliarlcz4 J.
Bronston has formally announced him
self a candidate.. There are now four
eilver men in pursuit of the 'marina-
_
Hea't let stet one peremele you to take
anything else instead of Simplot's Liver
Regulator. Some merchants will try to
do this but net for your poets. They do
it to make a little more profit on some-
thiug which is of an inferior quelity,
though you must pay just tut much for
the bad iv: fer the meld. Be snre to take
Sillitilene Lit er Reeueetor uothing
else. Look for the Reel Z on every
package.
-For sale be R. C. Hardwick
SINKING FORK STORIES.
Tobacco worms continue to do great
damage.. I-zoine of the farmers leive
given up their crop. While many oth-
ers are compelled to cut it before. it ma-
tures to save it.
Mr. W. T. Wool, one of our Siteeine
Fork merchants, ie. (init....irk. ler. Har-
ris is tile ilitilliling pigs:cum. .
As this is instant.. weal: most all of
our country Outliers are. to be found in
your eity.
The. money question still interests thee
maeseed, and one gold bug eoutill nes to
argue.. though lie has been defeated
more than once.
We are. looking forward te ith pleas-
vre to next Sunday. The Christian
eliurch at this place will be dedicated.
A large crowel is expected and we hope
your town will be welerepreeented.
Mrs. J. Proctor, {1 1 0 leas been sick
ly improvine. 
ifikst
for over three week.. I few( r, is slow-
It is reported in this vielnity that
'Squire Alex e'ampbell and Ceelecie.1 Jim
Hays will be the Boltoeratie nominee $
1111111 NV 0111t1 Illako a sto
for President. We. thiunkigtihue:z.ogueltithlact-
ticket.
The recent rain waa welcerned by all,
as vegetation was drying up and many
water supplie; were failing.
SII.Viltk'tli ilfT. w.
_ i 
I heard of Itr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Iforicy
being for Kale at the store. of Mesere.
Gain, Burnett At CO., Grentsiourg, Ills.,
and seeing inany necommerielatieeie
from different perteme, of its wonderful
valuable. merits, I thought I would tre-
e bottle. I have been seriously uffected
for 2e years with a cough and pains in
my elide and bremt that were canal:ea
int. a miseral.le life. I epent booth-mix
of (tonere: with doctors and for niedicine,
belt everything felled until I tried this
wonderful remedy. It beats the world
and has eated rev line I me-mu/rimed
Dr. Bell's Pine-tar-Honey to everybody
with weak lungs. It ie a great suctsets.
Sold by all druggists. J. B. Roane..
Gorantadourg. Ills. /
it For sale by B. u. Hardwick
t".7
: - - - .- -
1 -,A\Isectz,''.!. Pre?(,rat.lor.f:::As- il ,1
:i slmilaill,...e.ro.:-.1p.,-.A.r-_-.1ala- 14-
1 ti4ite,Siz: ..c4..,_:,i.-....L'i.',.:;,.zi.-34 .
- -
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Costa-la pet r? ia ene-alse bottles mly, It
.1'. let sell is bees. Doe't allow asyons to sell
arerteleg else ea tee.plea or promise teat it
"j•ast es goal" gad eill email every per-











A(f . e (1/r "1
BUSINESS TRAINING SCHOOL Gt. T SOUTH.
e9/haajcseeed Ilesertes or enmertts MOLDING nut names.
-4../frak/44;;.174,...47zAge PECOIIINENDED BY PI






..4 I ce ssibly, Health! ul, Nine Schools, Thorow,fh
Ins art ion, No Saloons. Expenses .1! (Aerate.
illFor lastrated catalogue, address
W P S Ryind, .. . ET1dent.
ethei FE:gale College
HOPKINSVILLE KY
11014 SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES!
Reorganized. Ten able and mcperie.uced ego-hers. Themough courses
 in An-
'eerie and elettlern Languages, Engli4h, Mathematics. Music. Art and Elocution.
Ilniltlieg rethwated: Furniture/ New; Electli leelets. Forty-third seseion
 opens





























1of to tation trade
mei , see halms. about
AR -Ait9 liAlAtIER SODA
packagez. eidur-un:vorsaliyack rilfCSIl2 the wurel.
• h„ Costs no more tean ether recesee!tedi-never sears h
•
Made Only by CHURCH & CO., New York. Sold by grocers meeryweere. le
• •
▪ Wiite for A rm and Hammer nook of valuable., 12,..c.!pacs-FRE.B.







Liver), Fi e.d ez Sale
Stable!
ror 1Seventh and Virginia Sts.
K y








',tin street, ext door to Rentuckian office.
till line of stap'e and fancy groceres r13 hcs
wices for eountry produce. Free deli'vtly at al
any part. of the city: Telephone 91.
CASTLEMAN. A. G. LANGHAX
OYAL




COLL' 1:1.4 Blr I 1, Tr I TO, LOUISVILLE, E
GARNETT 4t, MOORE, AGENTS.
-
--:::
.- A ui e line ot pretty turnouts always on hand. Call cn
us :.• ableou west sleventh st.'
Rershaw Son,„,
Livcry, Fe ed and
Sale Stable.
W II se Paints •1)
Are thy Best?
-W-OURS4111
AGG & RICHARDS
Lu4iber Planing Mill;
4
••111.......1
-
-e -7t
A7- M1,4,
3a
e
